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BY KEITH AYLING 
Former R. A. F. Pilot ond Author of "Flying Furies" 

THE fighter pilot, riding the 
skies at 400 mph. and better, 
in his $50,000 mechanical 

marvel, is as near being a super
man as any member of the com
batant services. Sitting in an 
armored shell behind a 2000 hp. 
motor he climbs into the upper 
air at nearly a mile a minute and 
dives to attack at well over 500 
mph. with the most deadly 
methods of ' destructive fire
power at his finger tips. 

In his cockpit, he looks more 
like a man from Mars than a 
human being, because science has 
taken over the responsibility of 
keeping him alive under condi
tions where the human system 
would normally cease to function. 
Protected by a bulletproof glass 
screen, wearing an electrically 
heated flying suit, 'with his face 
enclosed in an oxygen mask, he 
relies on various devices to keep 

him1at the highest pitch of effi
ciency. Earphones and a throat 
microphone attach him to the 
ground or to his squadron mates 
by radio. A cleverly devised mir
ror visor gives him a view of the 
area above and behind him, and 
ground glass sight enables him to 
shoot at his enemy with an ac
curacy that would have seemed 
a miracle a few years ago. At
tached to him is his parachute, 
that gives him a ninety-two per
cent chance of saving his life 
should his machine be disabled. 

Compared with the scout pilot 
of World War I, the modern 
fighter pilot is one hundred times 
inore efficient, but he fights on 
the same principles as those 
evolved during World War I, 
even if today increased speeds 
call for different tactics. 

Air combat did not become a 
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 



FIGHTER TACTICS 

science until the first world war 
had been in progress for several 
years. In 1918, when the British, 
American and French fliers shot 
the Kaiser's airmen· out of the 
sky, saw the beginning of for
mation attack, and multi-gun 
firepower. The last few months 
of the war brought the end of 
the individual air ace. Such men 
as Captain Ball, Rene Fonck, 
MacCudden, Bishop, Barker and 
Richthoven had blazed their 
names to fame over the entire• 
world. From their brilliance 
other fliers learned much, but the 
outstanding lesson of those days 
was that union is strength, and 
that a flight or squadron of air
planes was capable of more de
struction than the most brilliant 
individualist. Similarly, an ace 

aerial marksman supported by a 
squadron could do greater dam
age than when operating alone, 
and at less risk to himself, be
cause of the protection given him 
by his escorts. Richthoven started 
the formation idea. He went 
hunting allied planes supported 
by his entire squadron. The Brit
ish were thinking the same way, 
and soon there were massed 
clashes between formations of 
opposing fighters. In the Spring 
of 1918 500 scout planes fought 
a single action, with disastrous 

results to both sides. 
These battles began the meth

ods that still govern fighter 
operation. 

The principle of fighter opera
tion is attack. Fighters are used 
to intercept and defend bomber 
formations, and to destroy enemy 
fighters. The fighter pilot is only 
as good as the machine he flies. 
His plane must have height, 
speed and climb, heavy arma
ment, armor, and a diving po
tentiality, equal to or better than 
his enemy. If his machine fails 

WH ONLY 
19000FT .. IN I,.,IN.,6SIC .. WILL 
CONTACT AT S&,MILI$. OODS 

MUST 81 OVERWI-IELMINC. • •. OR 

SOME BOMBERS Will Ca£T niROUGH. 

INnRCfPTOU CAfiMuOF' CUMIIMQ 
.25000 S:T. tM ;IMU�. 15 S!t. WOULD 

NOT PIEVINT I.NEMY FRoM DROP. 

PINel 80MIS, BECMJSE CONT� 15 
MADE to MilES FROM lltE TARGET 

WHEN BOMBARDIER IS ALREADY 

WITH HIS 80M&S\CiHT. 



him in any one of these, he is 
more or less a "sitting duck," 
however great his skill or exten: 
sive his experience. 

Apart from his flight and com
bat training, he must have the 
ability to recognize at sight every 
known type of plane the enemy 
is likely to put into the air against 
him. Recognizing an enemy type 
is not enough, however. He must 
know everything about the ma
chine-its fire power, the posi
tion and range of its guns, its 
blind and vulnerable spots, and 
the best angle from which he 
can attack it. Once he recog
nizes the plane he has to remem
ber all these details and act. Fly
ing at 400 mph. or more he has 
to think quickly. 

Recognition of type will usual
ly be supplied from the ground 
or by his squadron leader. The 
other information he must have 
at his finger tips. 

Consider the task of a squadron 
leader engaged in bomber inter
ception. 

First, he must have height. To 
be at a greater altitude than the 
enemy is of paramount impor
tance. Usually he will have the 
height and direction of enemy 
flight before leaving the ground. 
As he leads his swiftly climbing 
squadron to the upper sky, the 
ground station will give him any 
available information as to 
change of course or altitude. 

The task ahead of the young 
squadron leader is tough, even 
with the support he gets from 
the ground. He must get his 
squadron in a position to inter
cept the enemy on its line of 
flight. He must bring his planes 
to a point of interception, some 
thousands of feet higher than the 
bombers which he knows are fly
ing at 200 to 230 miles per hour. 
If he arrives a minute late at the 
point of interception the bomb-
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ers may be out of sight, or may 
have slipped away on another 
course towards their target. If 
he arrives under the bombers 
and their fighter escort, he is in 
a dangerous position. · If he gets 
to their line of flight ahead of 
them and on the same level he is 
inviting them to wheel on an
other course, and leave their 
fighter escorts to mix it with his 
squadron. 

You can get an idea of how 
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PAGE 7 
precise interception becomes 
when we imagine an enemy 
plane flying at 25,000 feet at a 
speed of 350 miles an hour. It 
is spotted 100 miles away from 
its target. The information is 
flashed to the airfield where the 
fighter squadrons are ready. The 
machines may have their en
gines ticking over, the "repdy" 
pilots will be in their cockpits. 
Given 45 seconds, the fighter 
squadron can be "airborne." The 
point of interception depends en
tirely on how fast the pilots can 
roar to the same height as the 
enemy. If one type of fighter can 
climb to 25,000 feet in three min
utes and six seeonds a squadron 
equipped with such aircraft will 
make contact with the enemy 
when he is sixty-five miles from 
the city. A more heavily armed 
type of plane, that can reach only 
19,000 feet while the others are 
climbing to 25,000 feet will get to 
grips with the enemy some fifty
three miles from the target. That 
distance is critical, because un
less overwhelming fire-power 
can be brought to bear on the 
enemy squadron, some bombers 
are certain to get through. At 
such a distance the squadron 
leader can make no mistakes. 

Should the defending squad
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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FIGHTER TACTICS 
CONTINUED 
rons be equipped with aircraft �mly capable of reaching 25,000 feet in three minutes-fifteen sec
onds, such interception would 
not prevent the enemy from 
dropping bombs, because the first 
contact would be made when the 
leading bomber was a mere ten 
miles from the target, when the 
bqmbardier would already be 
busy with his bomb sight. 

Interception tactics are simple, 
yet infinite in variety. Bombers 
are usually escorted by fighters, 
whose task is to fight off the de
fending interceptors. The rule of 
thumb for the defending squad
rons is to ignore the fighters, and 
go straight for the bombers, to 
disable them before they can get 
over the target area. Bombers 

are vulnerable to heavy machine 
gun fire. The trained fighter pilot 
knows the vital spots of each ma
chine. He dives to attack. He may 
choose to give his first burst from 
the flank to "saw" off the bomb
er's tail at the thinnest part of 
the fuselage. To do this he dives 
out of the sun, holds his fire till 
he is within 100 to 50 yards of his 
target, and then gives the bomber 
everything he has in the way of 
shells or 50 calibre bullets. In 
this attack he runs risk of attack 
from the bomber's rear cockpit 
gunner, but the angle of his at
tack and his terrific speed are his 
advantage. As he pulls out of 
the dive, he climbs, turns over on 
his b�ck and comes down again, 
either to finish off this bomber, 
or to attack the next in formation 
with a burst in the pilot's cock
pit, or to the gas tanks. Such an 
operation takes place in a matter 

of seconds. After two such at
tacks a pilot usually finds himself 
a mile or more away from his 
enemy. Fighter tactics are es
�entially of the hit hard and run 
fast type. 

Rene Fonck, the great French 
air ace, laid dowll a golden rule 
-that a fighter pilot must dis
engage from action after deliver
ing the first blow. 

When a formation of fighters 
attacks a fleet of bombers, each 
pilot knows exactly which ma
chine he is to attack. At the 
order from the Squadron Leader 
the pilots "peel" off and go roar
ing into action. Sometimes the 
attack is made from the rear, so 
that the first three fighter pilots 
knock out the rear end of the 
bomber formation, or the center 
V of the formation may be at
tacked, in order to confuse the 
bomber pilots and break the for-



mation before target is reached. 
Having fired his burst, the 

fighter pilot has to make his es
cape out of range of the bomber's 
fixed guns. He will avoid at all 
costs the front firing fixed guns. 
If there is an enemy fighter on 
his tail he will take evasive ac
tion. He knows that he must 
never fly in a straight line where 
an enemy gun can· get him. Once 
his bomber victim is out, his task 
is to break action. He may side
slip sharply and come out in l¥ 
dive, or fly at an acute angle 
away from his pursuer's line of 
flight and then slide in a flat turn 
\vhich brings him round at an 
angle to the enemy plane. This 
flat turn tactic was used by the 
pilots of the German ME-llO's 
when attacked by the more man
oeuverable British Spitfires and 
Hurricanes. It looked clumsy 
airmanship, but it was effective. 

Unless a bomber is heavily 
armored and armed, like the 
American Flying Fortress, it is 
easy prey for a fighter pilot. He 
is faster, he has more concen
trated fire and can make short 
work of it. A favorite trick of 
a lone fighter pilot dealing with 
a bomber is to come up under the 
wing tips on either side, turn 
sharply in and give a big burst 
into the bomber's belly, immedi
ately diving vertically under
neath to avoid the fire of the 
bomber's gun. 11.t all costs he must 
avoid circling at the same level 
as the bomber, thus offering him
self as a target for its guns. 

Modern fighter tactics are 
mainly on formation flying. 
Fighters fly in groups of six or 
twelve, either in V formation of 
three or four planes. In combat 
with other fighter planes the 
pliots work in pairs, 'Cme man 
protecting the other's tail. 

When on offensive patrol, and 
anticipating attack from enemy 
fighters a squadron is often di
vided into close formation V's of 
three planes, with the fourth 
weaving round, above and below 

the open end of the V. The pilot 
of this plane looks for enemy 
planes and protects the tails of 
the others. When new pilots are 
getting experience, they often fly 
in the middle of a V formation, 
with a "tail-end Charley" weav
ing behind them. 

Because the fighter plane has 
gained weight and is less man
oeuverable than it was ten years 
ago, air fighting has become a 
matter of team work, directed by 
a quick, clear-thinking Squadron 
Leader. 

A favorite method of attacking 
bombers by a sguadron in forma
tion, is for the first V of three 
planes to dive on the enemy. 
Such an attack can carry a stag
gering amount of destruction. 
Picture three of the latest twin 
motored fighters executing such 
an attack .with all its guns firing. 
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They dive down at a sharp an
gle, taking as their target the 
first V formation of bombers. 
Each aircraft has four 20 mm. 
cannon firing from the nose of 
the nacelle, and four or six 30 
calibre machine guns firing from 
the wings. At 500 yards the ma
chine guns open with tracer bul
lets, to get the range. Then the 
pilots operate all their guns. 
Twelve 20 mm. cannon and 
twelve or eighteen 50 calibres 
blaze away. The leading bombers 
are quickly in flames. The at
tacking pilots dive under the 
bombers and zoom away to re
g� their height well out of 
range. Down roars the next V 
of three, aiming at the second 
element of the bombers. By the 
time the fourth section of the 
fighters has delivered its punch, 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 56 



PAGE 10 

ACCURATE gunfire by trigger� men in American bombers 
has been one of the chief 

reasons for the unusual success 
of American bombing missions 
into Naziland, paying high divi
dends for the Army's program 
for intensive training in the use 
of the machine gun, and resulting 
in the decision to make every 
member of the bomber crew an 
expert marksman, including even 
the radioman, mechanic and 
armorer. 

To accommodate its expanded 
program of gunnery training,· 
new schools have been opened at 
Laredo, Texas, and at Kingman, 
Arizona. Gradually, the Army 
will eliminate the career gunner 
(trained only in gunnery) in 
favor of the specialist gunner. 
Thousands will be turned out. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12 

FINAL TRAINING comes after student has completed exhaustive courses in range firing; stripping, repair and 
maintenance of guns; ballistics; bullet patterns and aircraft recognition. Last week of five is spent in firing rear 
and turret guns of one plane, in tactical formation, at a cloth sleeve towed by another plane. Hits are recorded. 





TRIGGERMAN 
CONTINUED 

NIGHT FIRING. On famiLiarization range, tracer 
buUets are fired at night, at 200 yards, to famiLiarize 
the student with the operation of the 30-caHbre gun. 

MANIPULATION of reflex 
sights 

·
on Martin turret is one 

of most important jobs stu
dent has to tearn. He must 
pass a written test as wen 
as to be proficient in prac
tice before he receives crew
man wings and moves on to 
train with the rest of team. 

A MOVING BASE RANGE. Skeet shooting teaches 
the gunner to estimate range in a flash, A coach is 
atways at his side to correct mistakes and hetp him. 



MOVING T ARGETS are 
called jeep tracks at gun
nery schools. The targets 
are mounted on�jeeps which 
travel driverless around a 
circular track at about 35 
mites an hcnt.r. Latest in
novation is an electric beam 
gun which student fires at 
moving images on screen. It 
records score automatically. 
The noise and excitement of 
battle is simulated during 
this practice by means of 
sound recordings. Speed of 
targets can be regulated. 

PAGE 13 
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REV·EALED :her�· • for' ·the fir-st· 
tirpe, . in pictures supplied by 
the · British ·Information Ser- · 

vice, are the mechanics· of a thou
sand bomber raid. Prepared on 
the spot by British artists, these 
sketches show some of the intricate 
organization that is required for 
putting a thousand bombers into 
the air, the reasons for selecting 

objectives and the 'results obtained. 
Preparations for such a raid as 

the one illustra�ed on the following 
pages, and its actual conduct with 
clock-like precision and efficiency 
is one of the most difficult and com
plicated . operations of modern 
warfare. . Because of the speed of 
the airpl�ne, all movements must 
be timed to the seco1;d. 

· 2 B�ITISH AGENTS intllrcepted 
• the message and passed it on to 

London. Immediately the R. A. F. 
"llade plans to destroy the supplies •. 



PAGE lo 

3 WAR CABINET apprpved plan 
' for 'g.unch\� the g r e a t e•st 

b<nn�lng raid in Mrtort/ to smcuh 
Oerrnan strtmgth at itl source. 

6 MECIIA,N!C$ Ull the th0-1Lsan4 
• were catle{l for emerg�ncv sere 

vi�q. lQ uive engtfl.'es a. thoro-ugh 
i1t¥J)fCt,on and �ast�minute test. 

4 D�T .A.U.�S were u;or�!!d Q1L.t at 
- • the secret 13ombcr C'9m:m4nd 
Headq\Wrt�rg wM�h were fh� l.'ndergr�n4 . in g r�nwt'\ for�st. 

7 BOMBS were hat4led to the 
• waiting pl4nes t>v tractors: 

The largest bombers used tn th-e 
rCJid carried loads of eight tom. 

8 AT THE; LJ\.ST MINUTE, crews 
' gf the oombing :12larn:s were 

a,semb�ed and tolg of the part 
each plane would pla.v that night. 

9 SEVEN TliOUSA.ND' AIRMEN Haw (I..C�ion in fMt 
.. hammermp, night-llmg at�q.olc a� Gc1'1Tl(1nll'' <Vitg�, 

The first planes left their home fieldr' gt dUik. Some 
airmen camed pets for good tuck. One had a blCJCk cat, 

10 ENTIRE PROGRAM was 
• coordinc.ted by the central 

command. The departure of each 
plane was dire�ted by radio with 
dock-like regularity. Planes were 
coded in odd fashion. Pilots were 
in their planes, with propellers 
turning, waiting for a message like 
this: "T for Tommv. Take off" 



11 HOUR AFTER R througho.ut the mght, heavi�y�laden, four-
• engine bombers rose into the air and pointed thei1' noses toward the 

enem11 acrou the Channel. Tr.e attack was ceasetess. The R.A.F. was dete-r
mined on delivering a staggering !?low that Germans would not soon forget. 

14 BRITISH FIGHTERS, flying • low, shot up enemy airfields, 
harassed hil communications, and 
disrupted d ef e n s e s  in generat. 

15 SIRENS WAILED
-

that night 
• in iVaziland, giving warning of 

(lpproaching bomber$. Night shifts 
stopped work and rushed to cover. 

13 BEFORE RAID, Br it ish 
• fighters had swept the' skies 

to clear them of alt enemy patrols 
that might attempt to intercept. 

16 NAZI S E ARCHLIG H T S  
• atabbed the I> lack sky, hunting 

for the bombers. Anti-aircraft gun
ners bl.'lZed away with little avail. 



17 ON TIME, the first- squ.adro·1t. of bombers arrived over target area. · • These first p�nes carried only incendiary bombs. Thousands were 
dropped to start fires which Wuminated the target. Bombardiers then 
sent down numerous high-explosives, which shattered many buitdings. 

21 GEKMA'N CI VIUA NS hud.: 
• dled in shelters rocked by 

bombs. The R .A.F. was making a 
mockerv of "invincible" defense. 

22 TROOPS and S.S. men were • called out to maintain order, 
prevent panic attd try to restore 
morale of the alarmed people. 

18 ENEMY DEFENSES were• confused by swiftly spread
ing fires which added to the de
struction of block-btLSter bombs. 

19 TWEL VE B OMBS were 
• dropped every�· minute for 

hours. Whole factory areas were de
molished and production.disrupted.: 

20 ENEMY GU NNERS kept up • a steady anti-aircraft fire. 
Hundreds of d e f e n d i n g  n i g h t
fighters were sent into the air. 

2 3 RETUR NI NG PLA NES were 
• attacked by fighters. Some 

were shot down, their crews baiL-. 
ing out when unable to get home. 



24 UNH OOKIN G CHUTES, 
• crewmen swim to their rubber 

boat and then ·float around in Chan
nel until found by the rescue craft. 

2 7 EVERY PILOT made a report 
• of what his ship accomplished, 

what fi{1hters were enco-untered and 
of all ground observations made. 

30 NEWS SPREAD throughout 
• Germany despite precauti011S 

taken by Nazis. Ev.acu.ated civHians 
passed on word of destruction. 

2 5 TRADITION is for rescued 
• flyer to give some smalL 

present to· A u x i l i a r y  g i r l  who 
packed chute which saved his life. 

28 ON RECE IV ING END the 
• Nazis also made a report of 

the damage caused by the raid. 
Some of the fires burned for days. 

31 EVEN A,T THE FRONT sol
• diers learned of raid, arid 

failure of preca1-Ltionary measures 
to preve n t  widespread damage. 

26 RETUR N IN G  B OMBE RS 
• found their airfields identified 

by flares and runways mat ked by -a 
series of evenly spaced lanterns. 

29 GUNS AND AIR P L ANES • asked for by the Russian 
front were used, instead, to replace 
those destroyed in the air raid. 

··32 FIGHTING in fierce cold on 
• the Russian front, Nazi sol

diers failed to get the needed 
weapon$ that had been promised. 
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WANT to find.out for yourself 
if you are fit to be a pilot? 
In simplified fonn, ·on this 

A.nd the following pages, are ex
aminations you can give yourself, 
with the hlllp of a friend, to de
·terinine how well you measure up 
to the standards Uncle Sam has 
set for his. military airmen, and 
as a requirement for civilian and 
commercial flying. 

These are a few of the tests 
which appear in the book "Are 
You :Fit to Be a Pilot" by Dr. 
Erwin L. Ray and Stanley Wash· 
burn, Jr. 

VISUAL ACUITY TES'l' 
The first teat is for visual acuity 

or sharpness of aight. In actual 
si2e, . 'on the bottom of thia page. 
a,re two lines of numerals. Place 
this page on .a wall 20 feet· in 
front of a chair in which you will 
sit. Place a lamp so that the light 
will shine up �m the numerals 
but not back into your eyes. The 
official test specifies that lamps 
of 200 watts should shine on the 
card. The rest of the room should 
be dark. 

ln the' book by Dr. Ra.>- and 
Stanley Washburn is a complete 
nine-line, 20-inch card of num
erals as prepared by the Amer
ican. 0Qtit'4l Company for cfficial 
:tests. 

The Army and Navy require 
that a pilot candidate haa 20-20 
or be�ter visual acuity. Thlr 
xneans Uiat with each eye sepa
rately he must be able to ·read 
the numerals in the line marked 
20-20, at ·a distance of 20 feet, 
and without the use of glasses. 
If you are able to reaci the line' 
of numerals mar.ke.d 20-15, you 
hav:e eyes tar better than average. 

DEPTH PERCEPTION TEST 
· The next test is called a depth 

perception test. A black card
board about eight by ten inches 
square is used as a windo\\t 
frame. The window measures 
two and one-half by seven inches. 
The window is located in the 
upper half of the black card
board. Visible to the candidate 
through the window ·and against 
a white background are .two 
black penells. They-ar� standing 
upright two and one-half inches 
apart and six and one-halt inches 
behind the black card. One of 
the pencils 1s. stationary and· the 
other is moved straight forward, 
toward the window, or. atraight 
backward, away from the wifi• 
dow, according to directions given 
by the candidate. The pencil is 
moved forward or backward by 
a helper. 

The candidate is seated on a 
chair 20 feet in front of the light 
.box, so that his eyes are on a 

20 
20 

20 
15 

Compiled ·and edited bl/ 4 well· 
known aviation writer and a ftight 
1urgeon who ftlea, ARE YOU FIT TO 
BE A PILOT! has been used in a num
ber of communitlet for detf'l'mining 
Phlltlcat qualifications of candidatu 
bt/01'e thtl/ undertake 1pecio.lized pre
flight training. Most 110ung men do 

' have the neceuar11 qualification� to 
become P.ilots, but those who do 
not •hould be re-directed into other 
branchu of avl4tion before thel/ have 
set their hearts on their goal. In thil . 
book Dr. Erwin L. Ra11 and Stanle11 
Washburn, Jr. provide all neceuar11 
mater.ials for giving 12 tests which 
pilot-candldatea mu$t pass be[01'e the11 
1111-eUher thllr own planes or thou 
ot the artntd iervicu. The tutr on 
thlr and tht following J)Clgu are ram· 
plu ftom the book. ARJ: YOU FIT 
1'0 BE A PILOT 1tllr to-r $UDJ in 
book 1tort1, o-r ma\1· be obtGtnecl frcrm 
the pubUrhn, Wilc:oz cfr Fotlftt Co., 
1255 so. Wabcuh Aven"'· Ch.tcaQo. 

level with it. The rest of the room 
should be dark.· 

Lamps are used in this test 
so that light shines down inside 
the shadow box and against the 
white background. The lamps 
are shielded so that no light 
strikes the front of the pencils or 
the front' of the shadow box. 
Both sides .of .the shadow box 
are also protected so that no Hght 
is retiected to distract the candl
d�te. The top of the box is 
shielded so that the candidate 
cannot aee the tops of the \Slack 
pencils. The window has been 
located hiih on .the black eard 
so that the helper's hand movin& 
the pencil never will be seen. 

The purpose of this test is tn 
determ[ne the candidate's ability 
to recognize relative depth. The 
helper places both pencils so they 
are exactly opposite each other. 
The candidate is allowed to study 
the position of them for a few 
seconds. ;I'hen the helper mov�s 

"TESTYOUREYESIGHT blf placing thu pagt 
on a wall level with, and at a distance of 
20. feet fr.om vour eves. It should be well
lighted.lf.vou can read the top line with each 
�11e separatelv11our e11esight is satisfactory. 



EXAMINATION OF MUSCULAR COORDINATION 
THESE three simple tests may be taken to test 

muscular coordination. The candidate should 
be blindfolded and told to stretch one arm out 
horizontally then bend his arm rapidly and 
touch the tip of his nose. · He does this three 
times with each arm. Failure to touch the very 
tip is a miss. 

this position he is told to swing his' arms so index 
fingers are brought together in. front of him. 

Next the candidate is told to raise both arms 
so they are extended at hi� sides again. From 

In the riext test the blindfolded candidate is 
seated in a chair with both feet squarely in front 
of him. He is told .. then to raise his right foot 
and touch his right heel to his left kneecap. The 
same things is done with the other foot. 

A candidate has passed his muscular examina
tion if he has more hits than misses. 

one pencil in a straight line to
ward the window or further 
away from it. The candidate then 
directs the helper to move the 
pencil forward or backward until 
the candidate la satisfied that the 
tw«;> pencils are lined up. He is 
allowed 30 seconds in which to 
do this. 

The distance is then measured 
1 between the polht where the 

pencil is finally stopped and the 
line that would mean a perfect 
score, and a record is q1ade of it. 

The routine is altered slightly 
and the test is then repeated four 
times. All five scores are added 
and the total number of inches 
is divided by five to obtain the 
average score. 

In similar tests, the Army and 
Navy require a pilot candidate to 
make ap average score of not 
more than one inch, without 
glasses. 

Dr. Ray and Stanley Washburn 
have provided in their book a 
graduated depth perception chart, 
black, gummed covering for pen
cils and the 'Qlack face _for .the · 
light· box: 

NERVOUS DISORDERS 
Gait frequently will reveal 

nervous disorders which disqual
ify a pilot candidate. To test gait, 
the· candidate walks a straight 
line. heel-to-toe and a straight 
line and a circle at his regular 
gait, with eyes open. Then he 
must repeat the performance 
blindfolded. When he has reached 
the end of the line blindfolded, 
or completed the circle, he must 
turn around and retrace his steps. 
If he becomes uncertain and un-
steady he is disqualified. I 

OCULAR MUSCLE BALANCE 
For this test a peep hole three

sixteenths-inch in diameter is 
punched in a large cardboard. A 
candle is placed on a table 20 
feet in front of the candidate's 
chair. The candle is lighted and 
the rest of the room is made dark. 

The candidate is seated in the 
chair and is given the cardboard 
with peep hole. He holds the 
card at arm's length and, with 
both eyes open, moves the card 
around until he can see the flame 
of the candle with both eyes. 

MUS CULAR TREMOR is tested in 
several ways, one of them being to 
see if any tremor can be felt in the 
candidate's finger tips when his arm 
is extended,· as shown at the left. 

Then he slowly closes first �me 
eye and then the other. The 
sighting eye is the one which, on 

closing, causes the flame to dis
appear. This is the one, whether 
left or right, which the pilot will 
use the most. 

After several tests have been 
made, as above, to be sure which 
eye is the sighting eye, the helper 
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PE.TERMINING .YOUR SIGHTING EY£ 

then tells the candidate to keep 
both eyes open and watch the 
candle flame. The helper then 
holi:is a disc of red cellophane 
directly pver the candidate's non
sighting eye. 

If the candidate .sees two sepa
rate· flames, one · red. and .one 
white, then his ocular muscle bal
ance is defective. Such a defect 
will disqualify him as a pilot in 
the armed services. 

BALANCE TEST 
Another of the twelve tests 

provided by Dr. Ray and Stanley 
Washburn is the balance test. The 
candidate removes his shoes and 
is blindfolded. The helper holds 
a watch with a second-hand. The 
helper tells the �andidate to stand 
erect with heels togetqer. T.he 
candidate is then told to ratse 
his left foot off the floor and· hold 
it off the floor for 15 seconds. 
He may raise his arms, or move 
the leg he is standing on but 
he must not touch the floor with, 
his· other foot. The candidate is 
given three trials. He must bal
aJ}ce himself without touchinc 
the floor in at least one of these 
three chances. Then the test is 
repeated with the other leg raised. 

CIRCULATORY EFFICIENCY 
No special set-up is required 

for this test. The candidate must 
recline on a couch quietly for 
five minutes. The helper then 
counts his pulse, being careful 
not to exert too much pressure 
on the wrist while he is counting. 
The count may be taken for 15 
seconds and multiplied by four. 
The count that is taken at this 
time is called the reclining pulse 
rat<!. 

The candidate is then told to 
stand quietly for two minutes 
without resting against anything. 
At the end of this period his 
pulse is again counted, ·and re
corded as the standing pulse rate. 

The increase of pulse upon 
standing is recorded as the 'dif
ference between the above two 
rates. 

The nexi pulse rate to be taken 
is after exercise. 

CREDIT ANY .OF THESE IMAGES 
AS ONE FLAME 

The helper places a chair in 
the center of the · room, away 
from. walls and furniture. The 
candidate then steps up on chair 
with one foot, allowing the other 
foot to hang alongside the chair. 
In the next 15 seconds he steps 
down on the floor and then back 
up on the chair a total of tive 
times. He shifts his weight from 
foot to foot, one foot and his 
weight going down on the floor 
and then his other foot and his 
weight raising him to standing 
position on the chair. The last 
time he-. brings both feet down 
on the ftoor t and stands quietly 

while the helper counts his pulse. 
This is the after-exercise rate. 

After the exercise, the helper 

\ -'1 \ • t; · 
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AS TWO FLAMES 
continues to· take the candidate's 
pulse at 15-second in\ervals ·to 

· determine the length of ·time re
quired for"the c.andidate's pulse 

to return to the normal standing 
pulse rate previously recorded. 
The time is recor!led in secoJ)ds. 

By reference now to the grad
ing given be low a score for the 
candidate can be obtained. The 
Army and 'Navy require a score 
of six or more in a similar ex
amination. To obtain the score, 
add the plus figures and deduct 
the minus ones. ' 

llETUIIN OF PULSit AJITitll ltXItRCJSit 
0 to 30 MCOnda Be-ore 3 

31 to 80 leConda Seore 2 
61 to 90 MCOnda Score 1 
91 to 120 eeconda &ore 0 

RECLINING PULSE RATE RATE OF INCREASE ON'STANDING 
• 

0 to 10 BMta 11 to 18 Beata 19 to l6 Beata '¥1 to U Beata 
Count Scar� Score Score Score Score 

&Oto 60 3 3 3 2 1 
61 to 70 3 3 2 1 0 
71 to 80 2 3 2 0 -1 
81 to. 90 1 2 1 . -1 -2 
91 to 100 0 1 0 -2 -3 

101 to uo -1 o -1 �a -3 

STANDING PULSE RATE RATE OF INCREASE APTER EXERCISE 
o to It Beata II to lt Beata l1 to 30 Beata 31 to 40 Beaca 

Count Score Scor, Score Score Score 
80 to 70 3 3 3 2 1 
7lto 80 3 3 2 1 0 
81 to 90 2 3 2 1 0 
91·to 100 1 2 1 0 -1 

101 to 110 1 1 0 -1 -2 
llltol20 0 1 -1 -2 -3 
121 to 130 o o -2 -3 -a 
131 to uo -1 0 -3 -3 -3 • 



NAVIGATION is the science 
which ·enables us to deter
mine where we are, and 

how to get from there to where 
we want to go. F�ctors involved 
in navigation are position, bear
ing; distance and time. 

In order to identify positions, 
we cover the face of the Earth 
with a graph. The lines of the 
graph run North and South a·nd 
East and West. All of the lines 
describe circles; as they form 
rings around the Earth. The lines 
that run East and West are par
am�I. All of the lines that. run 
NOl'th and South are parallel to 
the axis of the Earth but are not 
parallel to each" other as they 
converge at both poles. The 
North-South lines are Meridians 
of Longitude. The East-West 
lines are Parallels of Latitude. 

The imaginary line which rings 
the Earth half-way between the 
North pole and the South pole is 
the Equator. From the Equatoi 
to the North pole is a quarter o'! 

a circle or 90 degrees. The North
South position of any point can 
be identified by its degree of lati
tude North or South of the 
Equator. , 

We arbitrarily establish Green
wich, London, as the reference 
point for East-West positions or 
longitude. A position, then, is 
described as being a certain num
ber of degrees East or West of 
Greenwich and a certain number 
of degrees North or South of the 
Equator. For greater accuracy, 
each degree is divided into 60 
minutes and each minute into 60 
seconds. , 

The rotation of the· Earth and 
the presence. of the Sun give us 
our references for time. We call 
the time . it takes . the Earth to 
make one complete rotation a 
day. The Sun is the point of ref- . 
erence we use to determine when 
the Earth has made one complete 
rotation. The time of the day 
when the Sun is directly over
head is Noon • . .  The period be-
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tween one Noon and the next we 
divide into 24 parts or hours. For 
greater accuracy, we divide each 
hour into 60 minutes and each 
minute into 60 seconds. 

As the Earth rotates from West 
to East, from a fixed position on 
the Earth, the Sun describes an 
East to West path across the sky. 

Half of the Earth is always 
exposed to the Sun and the other 
half hidden from it. When it is 
daytime on one side of the Earth 
it ·is night on the opposite side. 

The Sun is always directly 
above some North-South line on 
the Earth. We rotate under it at 
a rate of one degree (or about 
69 miles) every four minutes. 
When it is Noon where we stand, 
as . determined by the Sun, it is 
not quite .Noon a mile or two to 
the West of us and it is a bit 
past Noon a mile or two· to the 
East of us. But keeping time 
strictly according to the Sun in 
this way is not practical, so we 

CONTINUED ON ·NEXT .PAG£ 



establish time zones. As there are 
24 hours in the day, we make 
24 time zones. 

When it is Noon where we 
stane, it is, according to this sys
tem, 11 A.M. in the first time 
zone to the West of us, and 1 
P.M. in the first time zone to the 
East of us. 

The time of day in each of the 
24 time zones is known as ,Z.T. 
In navigation, Greenwich time 
frequently is used. Greenwich 
time is called G.C.T. Eastern 
standard time is in the fifth time 
zone West of Greenwich, so E.S.T. 
is five hours behind G.C.T. In 
other words, when it is 8 P.M. 
G.C.T. it is only 3 P.M. E.S.T., 
only 2 P.M. Central standard 
time, only 1 P.M. Mountain 
standard time and onlY' Noon 
Pacific standard time. If you are 
in the sixth time zone West of 
Greenwich, add six hours to the 
time your clock says, then sub
tract an hour for war time or 
daylight saving time and the re
sult w.ill be G.C.T. War time is 
a temporary expediency to get 
us up earlier in the morning. 

To delineate our time zones, 
we return again to Greenwich, 
London. Running through Green
wich, London, is the pr.ime or 
zero meridian. At a point seven 
and one-ha'lf degrees of longitude 
on either side of the prime merid
ian we place a line running from 
the North pole to the South pole. 
We decree that when it is Nqon 
in· Greenwich it is Noon at every 
other place on the globe within 
seven and one-half degrees of the 
prime meridian. . 

We extend more ��t these lines 
from the �orth pole to the South 
pole, at intervals of. 15 degrees of 
longitude, until the entire Earth 
is divided into 24 of them. · 

For local economic or political 
reasons it is necessary that here 
and there we make slight adjust
ments in the outlines of our time 
zones. If the time-zone line falls 
near the boundary of a state, we 
push it over a bit so that we can 
include the entire state in the 
same time zone. If the line cuts 
a small island in half, w' put the 
whole island in one time zone or 
t.he other. 

� �er to give each hour of 
tfie day a designation for identi
ficatio.."1, we number it. We begin 
at Noon and .the first hour after 
Noon is 1 P.M. or· post meridian: 
We continue to number each hour 
after Noon as 2 P.M., 3 P.M. or 
4 P.M. up until 12 o'clock mid
night. After 12, the Sun is nearer 
t"o us from the East than from the 
West, so we start our numbering 
over again, designating· the first 

ROTATION CA�SES DAY AND NIGHT 
hour after 12 M as 1 A.M. or ante 
meridian. 

In connection with time, the 
word meridian means the instant 
the Sun has reached the highest 
point in our sky (which is Noon.) 
Post meridian means after meri
dian. Ante meridian means be
fore meridian. 

In order to simplify time cal: 
culations, the Navy and Army Air 
Force count their hours of the 
day from one to 24 and eliminate 
A.M. and P.M.

· Four numerals 
are used for hours and minutes. 
8 : 15 A.M. becomes simply 0815. 
4:  10 P.M. becomes 1610. 

Directly opposite the Green
.wich meridi11n, on the 180th 
meridian, we establish the Inter
national Date Line. The date line 
cuts dOwn through Siberia and 
Alaska and between Hawaii and 
Australia. When it is Tuesday to 
the East of this line, it is Wednes
day to the West of it. 

The third factor involved in 
navigation is distance. A lot of 
methods are used for measuring 
distance. The one most common 
in navigation is based upon the 
circumference of the Earth, our 
360 degrees of longitude at the 
Equator and our subdivision of 
60 minutes fo each degree. We 
compute the distance involved in 

PoSITION- OF E'ARTH JUNE ll 

one degree of longitude at the. 
"Equator and divide · it into 60 
IJ<irts representing one minute of 
del,r�e of longitude. This dis
tance is called a nautical mile. 
A nautical mile is 6080.2 feet. A 
statute mile, or common "land mile 
is 5280 feet. • 

If you know the distance be
tween two points in nautical miles 
and would like to know what the 
distance is in statute, or common 
land miles, multiply the number 
of nautical miles by 1.152. If you 
want to convert statute into nau
tical miles, divide the number of 
statute miles by 1.152 and the 
result will give you nautical 
miles. This formula is sufficiently 
accurate for all practical pur
poses. 

A degree of longitude at the 
Equator consists of 60 nautical 
miles or about 69.12 statute, or 
common land miles.- The Earth is 
not a perfect !IPhere. The equa
torial circumference usually is 
considered to be 24,902 statute 
miles and the meridial circum
ference 24;B60 statute miles. -when we determine where we 
are and where we want to go, in 
terms of latitude and longitude, 
it is necessary to establish the 
bearing of our destination. 

The shortest course between 
two points on the globe is the 
line that would be obtained if a 
string were stretche� tightly over 
the globe from one point to the 
other. If the strihg were con
tinued �,.m farther, without devi
ation, it would go on around the 
World and arrive back exactly at 
its starting point, and the World 
would be divided by the string 
into two equal parts. Any circle 
around the Earth which divides 
it into two equal parts is called 
a great cjrcle. The Equator, for 
instance, is a great circle. All 
meFidians are great circles. The 
shortest distance between any 
two points on the face of the 
Earth is part of a great circle. 

If the position of your desti
nation is on the same meridian 
that you are on, the shortest route 
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to your destination would be 
along the meridian. If you were 
standing at the Equat9r and you 
wanted to get to some other point 
on,...ihe Equator, the shortest route 
between the two pdintS w�uld be 
along the Equator. In either case, 
you would follow a great circle. 

A bearing in navigation is the 
relation of one position to an- · 
other position in reference to •true · 

North. A bearing is expressed in 
terms of the angle it makes with 
true North . .::i'he angle from true 
North is measured clock-wise. 
The bearing of a position . due 
East of'you would be 90 degrees; 
if due South, the bearing would 
be 180 degrees; if due West the 

· bearing would be 270 degrees. 
Our meridians give us our true 

North. The relationship of one 
position to another can be de
fined by the manner in which 
they bear on the meridians. 

The meridians are, of course, 
only imaginary lines until they 
are reduced to a map, chart or 
globe. And this brings us now 
to the subject of the ·aviation 
chart or map. 

There is no accurate chart of 
the World. It is impossible to 
reproduce a sphere on a ftat sur
face without having to make a 
sacrifice in one way or another. 
There are a number of different 
types of maps. The three .which 
are used most frequently in avi
ation are call.ed the Mercator Pro
jection, the Gnomonic Projection 
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and the Lambert Conformal. 
The Mercator Projection shows 

meridians and parallels of lati
tude as straight lines at right 
angles. to- each oth�l'. The me� 
ridians are eq1,1ally spaced. The 
distance between the parallels 
of latitude increases .from the 
Equator as they approach the. 
potes. Although quite. accurate 
near the Equator, this chart is 
distorted toward the poles. 

In the Gnomonic Projection, 
meridians are · shown as straight 
lines which are converging. The 
parallels of latitude are curve� 
lines. The Equator is a straight 
line. A great circle on the Gno
monic chart is a straight line:. 

On a Lambert Conformal Pro• 
jection, the parallels of latitude 
are arcs of concentric circles. The· 
meridians are straight lines which 
converge at a common point. The 
point at which the meridians con
verge is also the center of the 
concentric circle arcs, represent
ing the parallels of latitude. The 
advantage of tpe Lambert Con
formal Projection is that the 
meridians and the parallels, of 
latitude correctly form rii.bt 
angles at their intersections. A 
straight line dn this chart is, ap
proximately, the shortest distance 
between two points. 

In the next · issue of Flying 
Cadet will be pictures of these 
three types of charts and dia
grams which will explain how 
they are used. 
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WAKE up, Jack!" Andrews. 
the good-natured, fat pro
prietor of the Ship and 

Bottle pub. situated just beyond 
the bounds of the A von airdrome. 
kicked gen'tly at his roustabout. 
or "porter" as he called him. 
and repeated his exhortations. 

The little man groaned and 
rolled over. Shakil;-t he drew 
himself erect and tried to focus 
his eyes on his employer. ThosE 
eyes were black and large. mir
roring sickness and self-contempt 
and an infinite, bitter weariness. 
Just now they were bleary. too. 
ahd the adipose Andrews shook 
his white apron impatiently. 

"Wake up. man! Empty thosE 

. . 
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cuspidors, and sweep out the 
place. I expect those Yankee 
Eagles will be in here any time 
now. They haunt the old pub!" 

He chuckled at his fancied wit. 
and Jack. fingering his small gray 
moustache uncertainly, was start
ing for the door when a pair of 
Spitfires came roaring low over 
the roof. It was against regula
tions. but the pilots did it. as a 
joking greeting to "Old" An
drews. and so far no complaints 
had been made. At the deafening 
blast of the motors, Jack turned 
pale . . His hands went over his 
head in fear, and he shrank back 

· into the chamber. 
"You're a funny beggar," An-

I • 

drews said, watching him curi
ously. "Twenty-two years you've 
been here-Land you're scared to 
death of planes." 

The little man made no reply. 
Picking up a besom beside the 
door, he shuffled out. · 

There were six of the ''Yankee 
Eagles," as Andrews called the 
American flyers attached to the 
RAF unit stationed at Avon. They 
were all youngsters, as yet with 
no actual combat-experience, but 
raring to go. 

Every afternoon at 4 o'clock, 
if they were off duty, they trooped 
intq the Ship and Bottle, where 
they drank Shandygaff and de
claimed loudly, after the manner 
of red-blooded young men, of 
what they would do to the Jerries 
if they ever got a chance. Fat 
old Andrews, who had a couple 
of medals of his own gathering. 
dust on the par4>r wall back of 
the bar, had a soft spot in his 
heart for them. 

This day. as they sat and 
quaffed and lied and laughed in 
their heroic fashion, there came 
into the low. blackbeamed tap
room two men, one in uniform, 
the other in mufti. 

"Flight Commander Nichol
son." murmured one of the 

THEY SAW A MA!f 'Who was tall, narrow and quick of movement. When he gnnned, the boys instinctiveL11 warmed to him. 

. ' 

j 



· SHAKILY, THE LITTLE, MAN drew himself erect. His eyes were 
black .and large, mirroring self-c,ontempt and infinite,� bitter weariness. 

Eagles, noting the uniform. "At
tention!" he bawled. Nicholson 
called. a cheery "At ease!" and 

· they relaxed, grinning. The officer 
looked at each of them- in turn. 

"Men," he said, in a clipped, 
.Precise English, "this gentleman 
' with me is Lortg John Horton, one 
of your countrymen. I have 
known him for, many y·ears. He 
was, l may say, the hero of my 
boyhood." 

Commander Nicholson's prow
ess in the air was legendary in 
the RAF. The idea' that any man 
could be a hero to him made the 
young Eagles sit up and regard 
the stranger more carefully. 

They saw a man taU and nar
row, ·quick of movement, with 
long arms and long-fingered, fine 
hands. The black hair on his 
long head was scanty, and he 
wore ·a close-cropped moustach_e 

streaked with gray. His small 
blue eyes were piercing. . He 
grinned at the boys, and instinc
tively they warmed to him. 

"Ha-ye�a glass of ale with us, 
·sir," one of them offer-ed, and 

t bang�. on the table for service. 
The roustabout Jack, clad .in a 
fresh apron, brought the order. 
He put the glass in Horton's 
outstretched hand and stood 

·· looking at it with unmistakable 
longing on his dark, hollow

, ·  cheeked face. 
Long John Horton saw it, and 

laughed as he flipped him a coin. 
''Keep the ch-" he said. He did 
not finish the sentence. Instead, 
his fingers tightened around the 
tumbler so convulsively that the 
glass shattered in his hand. Blood 
from his cut fingers mingled with 
the ale and dripped unheeded on 
the sanded .floor. His sharp eyes 
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stabbed like twin daggers at the 
thin, shabby porter, and he re
peated, mechanically, slowly, 
''Keep-the--change.'' 

The. old man stared back at 
him 'bitterly, weariness and self
contempt plain in his eyes, but 
he spoke no word. 

Horton swung on his heel to 
face the table·.of Eagles. ''Sorry 
I was so awkward," he said apolo
g�ically,' wrapping his hand in 
his handkerchief. "Let me · stand 
·a round for aU of you." He called 
across to Andrews back of the 
bar, and the proprietor himself 
brought over the drinks. 

Nicholson waved aside an offer 
to join them. "Mr. Horton," he 
told the Eagles, in his quick, pre
cise manner, "was a captain in 
the Escadrille Lafayette, the most 
famous section of the most famous 
group of flyers in the last World 
War. Perhaps," he added, "thr 
most famous group there eve_ 
will be, for those men ·went forth 
like knights of old, to do battlE! 
in crazy crates that you and I 
wouldn't dare to climb into today. 

"Captain Horton is here on 
a government mission, and he 
looked me · up. I thought it 
would be agreeable to you young 
Americans if he would say a few 
words to you in your-ah--own 
language." 

He smiled, and the Eagles 
grinned. A great guy, Nicholson. 
He might talk like a bally school
teacher, but the record of his 
deeds showed that he was all 
man. 

"I've got to shove off now," 
the officer &aid. "See you in half 
an hour, John. Cheerio!"' 

The six Eagles . were perched 
all in a row on a scarred oaken 
bench that ran along the wall. 
Long John Horton, ex-Captain 
in the Escadrille Lafayette, took 
a chair opposite them across the 
long table. From the corner of 
his eye he could see Andrews 
behind the bar, and Jack sipping 
a drink at a table near the aoor. 

"You lads remind me of my' 
own youthful days," he began. 
"Full of :vim, vigor and vitality. 
Fire, energy, enthusiasm, a de
siie to fight and raise· the roof in 
general. And afraid of nothing 
on the earth below nor in the 
sky above." 

The boys nodded in proud seri
ousness. Horton smiled to him
self . .  He knew he had them with 
him. But the half-formulated 
pep-talk Nicholson had asked him 
to give had gone entirely from 
his mind. He was thinking of 

. days and of deeds long dead. Of 
a man long dead, but whom he 
had just seen with his own eyes. 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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It· wasn't possible. he told him
self, and shook his long head in 
.itflpatient lSewHderment. 

"When you get older," he went 
on, ."you will lose that fire and 
dash. Your hair wlll get thin 
liKe mine, and · your bellies fat 
like the barkeep's there. It's the 
law of life. I knew all the great 
airmen of the last war-and I 
know many of them yet-but like 
me they've grown old. "We can't 
do the things we'd like to do, the 
things we ·used to do. 

"I'd like to tell you about the 
greatest of them all. Being in 
the R.i\F, you've heard of Billy 
Bishop? And of course you know 
who Eddie Rickenbacker is. You 
may even have heard of von 
Richthofen. But what do you 
.16\ow of Guynemer?'' 

Six blank faces were his 
answer. The lean ex-Captain 
shrugged his strong, narrow 
shoulders. 

"Such is fame," he said. "But 
lads, as long as a. man of the 
Lafayette Flying Corps is left, as 
long as a Frenchman survives 
who was old enough to remember 
the War of 1914-18, the mem
ory of Georges Guynemer ·will 
not d�e. For he was the greatest 
of them all. The Ace of Aces, 
the Winged Sword of France. We 
hav� our heroes today - the 
Campbells, the O'Hares, the 
Nicholsonsj and a host of others 
-but there will never be another 
Guynemerl" 

:Another Spitfire came roaring 
low ovel' the pub, and Horton, 
from the tail of his eye, saw the 
instinctive, frightened reaction of 
the man Jack, and with terrible · 

suddenness many things became 
clear to him. 

"In August, 1914," he took up 
his tale, "Guynemer was l& frail 
boy, barel� twenty years old� 
like most of you-and with the 
mark of tl)e white death already 
plain on his face. Five times he 
tried to enlist, and five tlme� the 
army doctors · rejected him. F'in� ' 
alty he got in as a laborer at the 
Pau training field. 

"Three months later they had 
to g'ive him his wings, and lor 
two years and a half he blazed a 
trail of glory across the skies such 
as no man has ever equalled. 
Two, three, four, six German 
planes in one day he shot down 
from his one-seated old Nieuport 
and Spad. Such crazy crates as 
you laugh at in museums today, 
but they were no laughing matter 
then. 

"Seven times he was shot down, 
and we didn't have parachutes 
jn those days. Dying of con .. . 
sumption as he was, the man 
bore � charmed life. Once, with 

one· wing ripped · entirely off by 
a shell, he fell ten thouaand feet, 
and the nose of his plane stuck 
so far in the ground it couldn't 
be budged. Guynemer stepped 
out an� walked ·home Without a 
sCratch Otl him! 

''He received every decoration 
the French Government eould 
give, including the Rosette of 
the Legion of Honor. He was 
wounded twice, he escaped death 
by a hair'l!l breadth innumerable 
times. Just to cite one, a bullet 
from an enemy plane penetrated. 
the revolution counter in a direct 
line for his heart, but stopptd 
aftl!t bulging out the brasa to-
wud hl.n\. · 

"Attack! Attack! Alway• at
tatk! wal Ouynemer's motto. lie 
would tackle twenty :Boche planes 
as eaaerly as he would go after 
one, and his fame spread among 
them pntll they let their army 
know in special bulletin• when
ever he shifted from one base to 
another along the front. 

"Little good it did them. In 
January of 1917 he performed the 
filo�t apectaeular teat ever accom
pliJhed by an aviator in actual 
combat. He brouaht down and 
eapturedl without weapon• of his 
own, an enemy two-seater earry
lng a pilot and a gunner. He 
drove them as a dog drivt!s cattle1 
a,.nd they didn't dare to turn IU'\Q 
tire at hlm! 

uHis natne was a household 
word 1111 over France, and atnOfig 
the soldiers he waa a legend. If 
you found a poilu feeling glum, 
you .could mention Guynemer 
and his explolta, &nd could 
fairly see couraae and enthu
siasm floOding bac:k into the man. 
They knew that on hla frail wings 

·he bore a part of their dreams, 
of their faith in final Victory, of 
all that their hearta held of con
fidence and of hope." 

· The. ex�Captain'a clear, pene
.trating voice filled the little tap
room. From the corner of his 
eye he noted that Andrews be-

HE DIDN'T r�tum, but hi! bbdv 
and his ptane wert nevl!r found. 

bind the bar, and Jack at his 
table, were liatening auentively • 

}iiJ voice dropped. 
"To such '' he said slowly "is 

the honor ' and the glory 'that 
sh�ne in all men's sight." · 

He glanced at his wrist-watch 
and shoved his chair back. "Got 
to go, boys. Good luck!" 

One of the Eagles spoke: "But 
sir ....... what became of Guynemer?'1 

The leah American stOOd up. 
"Nobody knows. He was reported 
missing in action in September, 
1917. The Germans trumped up 
a cock-and7bull story about his 
death�but no man ever saw his 
body or his plane. And no Ger .. 

' man ever flew' who could have 
kiUM Guynemer! All we know 
is thAt he didn't come back, and · 

his plane wu never found. 'l'he 
white death was hard. upon hUri. 
and the 'French believe he weht 
to sl�p in his plane, up there ten 
thousand feet in the sky, and was 
carried straight to Heaven." 

The man Jaek was on hie feet. 
lookirig at them, his hands grip
ping the edae of his aquare 
woOden table. 

"lie's goinc to tell them,'' Hor
ton thought. 

But the Eagle who had asked 
the <1uestion aprang t.o his feet, 
his eyes lhininJ. "To such are 
the honor and the glory," he re
peated, raisihg hill glass. "To 
Guynemer, the gteatellt �f them 
all!" · 

. 

lforton,. hts eyes on the taut 
figure at• the other table, drank, 
and hutted his glass into shat
tered fragtnents on the floor. The 
gesture wa1 new to the tagles, 
but they promptly followed his 
example. 

The ffian Jack sank back into 
his chair. He wasn•t Guynemer 
any. more. He was a bitter, fear
craclted, aging haunted thing, 
loving airplane.s, but afraid to 
touch one after that last dis.:. 
Mtrous c r ack-up twenty-five 

, years before .. 
Sut to these eager, bright� 

eyed boys, he was an ideal, a 
model, a hero, a shining mark at 
which · to aun. He mustn't let 
them down. What would be the 
use,, anyway, after all the dead, 
forgotten years? The little porter 
sank back in his chair and held 
himself stark and rigid while the 
Eagles passed him by, their u1ual 
noisy�ChAttet stilled as they pon
dered Long John Horton's story. 

And tlorton knew, and the for
gotten m:lrt at the table knew, 
that each one was determining in 
his heart that some diy he should 
do more shining deeds evt!n than 
those of Guynerper, the inCom
parable ACe of Aces, the greatest 
of them all. 



B V  T� E. T.H O UIA N DJ !  
By MAJOR LEWIN B. BARRINGER 

Glider Specialist; U. S. Army Air Forces 

T .H� glider 1s here to stay It 
'will undoubtedly play an 
iMportant tole in Winmng 

the war and in winning the peace 
1'he trans�ortation of men a.n.d 

supplies from one pomt to an. 
other an'd the $Urprise attack on 
<memy positions by lilt-borne 
shoek t

_
roops are the two p,tincl .. 

pa.l military uses of the troop 
glitter. The German glidet trains 
wht�h carry tons of m:uerial and 
hundreds of 1Mh from supply 
ba&es to advance positions, and · 

the captur� of key forts and iJn .. 
pottant bridge!! by glider-I:>Othe 
troops during the bhtz in Belgium 
are <:lassie exAmples ot the glid .. 
er's utility in modern wartare, 

But the glider is destined also 
to have far-reaching soCial and 
economic implications after the 

· war is over I predict that shortly 

aftet VIctory 1s achieved we shall ' 
see huge glider trains carrying 
tons of cargo and thousands of 
passengers to all parts of the 
world at speeds well m excess of 
200 miles per hour Such facili
ties will go a long way toward 
relieving economic pressurt- ahd 
promoting lfitelligeht cultural re .. 
latlons throughOut the world 

'l'he tJ S. Artny A1r Forces 
Glider Program is welJ under 
way. 'l'he very nature of the war ' 
raquires the maintenance of sup-ply line�t to far-fh.mg battle 
fronts We must lift our cargoes 
into the air"---Ut of reach of the 
prowling submarines and surface 
raitlet!i, Il:ffioiefic� is of para
mount. importance. Aerial trans
portation through the use of 
gliders is the answer The gliders 
are coming by the thousands! 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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�entyni�e Palms is· i10' lo�g-. ·, 

er a sleepy little desert town 
in the �outhern part of California. 
It has become ·a haven for Army 
Air Forces pilots who are learn
ing to fly without motors. 

At the beginning of this war 
there were only . a few hundred 
gli<ier· pilots in the United 'States 
and glider production was a stub
·borri bottleneck. Compared to 
'Germany:, -Russia, and other Eu- ; 

:ropean :countries, the United 
· States .has· been slow to accept 

gliding· as a sport and to recog
,nize. its military · importance. 
Hcwever, th_e· picture is changing. 
A glider pilot training program 
has been put into operation un
der the Flying Training Co�
mand and the master woodcrafts
men of our piano and furniture 
industries are manufacturing 

· military gliders on a mass-pro
duction basis. 

It ill ironic that certain stipula
tions in the Versailles Treaty 
limiting the use of power-driven 
aircraft gave impetus to the 
widespread use of gliders in Ger
many. Glider clubs with their 
frequent contests mushroomed 
througho1,1t the country. Treaty 
limitations were circumvented 
and the desire. to fly was satisfied 
through the use of powerless air
craft. 

W.hen the Nazis came to power 
in 1933, the glider clubs were 
subsidized by the government 
and large gliding centers were or
ganized. Field Marshal Hermann 
Goering and other German mili
tarists were wide awake to the 
value of glider pilot training as 
a means of building flying per
sonnel for a powerful air force. ' 
New schools were set up where 
both girls and boys learned to 
build and fly gliders. The Nazi 

_.... ... ----------� 
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: Soaring in Thermal Lif t  . .. . 
government, sponsoring contests, 
offered attractive prizes to the 
winners. ' 

· By 1940 approximately five 
million German youth had re
ceived glider training, and out 

- of this tremendous reservoir 
came 180,000 expert airplane 
pilots and 220,000 mechanics who 
have formed the backbone of the 
powerful Luftwaffe. It is now 
reported that all German youth 
who can meet basic physical re
quirements must take an ele
mentary glider course designed 
to weed out the boys who, be
cause of mental, psychological, or 
physical deficiencies, are not 
capable of becoming pilots. 

Gliding developed even more 
rapidly in Russia where since 
1922, the Russian Government 
has generously subsidized the 
movement. The Russians organ
ized a society called the "Avia
kin" (friend of aviation) which, 
reliable sources indicate, had a 
membership of four million in 

"1926. It is understood that each 
member paid the equivalent of $9 
each year as dues, thus giving the 
society's treasury an income o'f 
36 million dollars yearly. The 
mill�ons of dollars collecteq by 
this semi-official organization, to
gether with Government funds, 
were used . to build airports and 
hangars, design and build experi
mental ships, and to carry out 
exhaustive research in the use of 
parachutes. • 

No doubt- it is due to the out
standing achievements of the 
Aviakin that Russia holds several 
of the most important glider rec-' 
ords, was the first nation to- rec- . 
ognize the practical value of 
towing gliders behind transport 
planes, and by conservative esti
mate had more than 600,000 ex
pert male and female glider pilots 
in 1941. It is no wonder that 
Russia has a seemingly inex
haustible supply of expert flyers. 

5-J 0 pe l.i·-f t r . Cold Front 

Troop Carrier 
/$ Place> _.. 
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To return to that ancient dry 

lake at Twentynine Palma. TM 
t\ot sun there bakes the earth the · 

year around, producing many 
thermals (rismg air currents), 
which lift the soaring planes to 
high altitures, providing excel
lent condition� for glider training. 
BUt in order to train thousands 
of glider pllota1 addkional glid
ing bases have been organized in the Southwest ind prtliMlnary 

raining is being gl.ven at 18 Civil 
Aeronautic; A d  rn i n  u tr A ti o fi 
schooli located prineipally in the 
Middle West. 

_ At ,the· preluninary schools, 
glider r>Uot �;andl.dates are ifi .. 
atructed in Uaht motot•dl'iven 
Airplanes, with ernphasil1 belfig 
placed on "dead stick" l�ndings 
to familiarize students with one 
of the more difficult features of 
glider piloting. The preliminary 
course lasts four weeks. 

Advanced training 1s filled 
with thrills. During a fOllr-we�k 
course, the candidate spends 30 
hours in the Air and practically 
learns to fty like a bird. He has 
no engine to rfly upon. lie be
comes senaitlve to the complex 
system of air cuft'ehta ever pres
efit in our atmosphere. He learn$ 
to feel thW! 1U1htest drop or r1se. 
He learfil 11t� fly by the seat of 
his pants••• WhUe tM studefit gets 
his training initially on small 
jwo .. place glid&l'l. he spends con
tiderable time on large c:ar1o 
ty])tl capable of carrying eight 

·ol"' ... inere men with sizable loads 
ot material. 

The lltUd6nt b�cornes Accu�
tomM to beifig launched into the 
Air by any ot the four methods
straight auto pull, pulley tow. 
winch tow, and aitplane tow. 

In straight auto tow, a wlre' 
frorn 1 ,!100 to a,OOo feet long is 
fist�necl dlreOtl)f on l oil'. With 
the ear trlvieHng at about 47 
miles per hOur, the tHder may be 
lA.t.melied. at an altitude of nearly 
11500 teet. 'l'he pulley tow is made 
b� faltenlng one end of the wlre 
to l stationary concrete block, 
Called a 11dead man." The wire, 
which il approximately 4,500 fe�t 
tong, rul'ls through a large pulley 
futened on th@ baek Of thl! tow 
truck. With this device the truck 

travels from 7 to ,23 miles per 
hour in low gear, depending on 
the wind, and permits. lalmchingi 
up to 2,400 feet. On the other 
hand, the winch tow is executed 
from a stationary motor-driven 
winch; by u&ing about e.ooo to 
'7,000 t�t of steel wir�, very 

, smooth liunehinp �an be made 
at high altl(Udel. 

AirplA.fi@ tows may be single, 
double1 ot tl'iple. Tl\e lingle tow 
1s matle wlth a rope &bout 300 
feet lonlf. The double tow is made 
with ropes forrnlnt a Y, one 
glider slightlY baek of the other. 
The tripl� tow is' aeoompliahed 
wjth one long line lfi. the tfilddle 
and, two . short lif\11 oh elthet 
�lde. With l)ror>er pHotlng t 
towplane, powered with only a 
295-horsepower engiqe, can easi
ly take off with three gliders. 

Training operations at Twenty
nine Palms invOlve ftights of 

'various distances and durations. 

/ 

Because of the !'lUmber of stu
dents long flights are discouraged. 

All students who have success
fully completed the glider pilot • 

course are given the aeronautical 
rating ot a glider pilot. They are 
entitled to wear �Uot wings in
scribed with a ghder ihsighia. A 
selected group of graduat�s are 
comrniMioned as seeond lieuten
ants, with J)ay up to $245- a 
month. Other graduates are given 
the grade Of staft sergeant and 
receive ftying pay amounting to �< a month 
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A REMARKABL:E resemblance between the out� 
line appearanc� of certain airplanes makes it 

difficult to distin·guish some A�lied and Axis ships. 
Yet,/there are minor differences that can be detected. 
Can you spot them? Each panel on this page con
tains one Allied and one. Axis plane. Which is 
whicli ? Correct answers will be found on Page 58 . 

.. 
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W � have learned tha� there 
are four primary forces 
which affect the flight of 

an airplane: gravity, which is 
constant in direction; thrust, 
which is produced by the engine
powered propeller or airscrew; 
lift, which is the product of the 
wing in the airstream; and drag, 
or the resistances of the surfaces 
of the airplane to motion of any 
kind. There are other forces to 
be taken into consideration but 
they are not important in this 
preliminary study. 

1 .5  
1 .... 
1 .3 

9 
.8 
.7 

Gravity and lift usually are 
considered to be vertical forces, 
operating at right angles to the 
path of a plane in level flight. 
Thrust and drag, then, are hori
zontal forces. 

Gravity is always present. 
Thrust begins to operate when 
the propeller starts to turn and 
the plane begins to crawl down 
the field. Lift and drag exist 
with the forward motion of the 
plane. 

There are two forces which 
are responsible for lift. One is 

lll�lot/, fflOUHf�rl 
. fo,.JIIId1i1HH�f �ttir.g � 

positive air pressure and the other 
is lowered atmospheric pressure. 
Positive air pressure produces 
about a quarter of the total lift 
and lowered atmospheric pres
sure .on the top of the wing pro
duces about three-quarters. 

THE FORCES OF WIND 
Relative wind is a term given 

to air· in motion. The forces of 
wind are the same whether air 
is in motion against a solid ob
ject or a solid object is passing 
through still air. 
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Relatlve wind operates against 
the bottom surface of the wing 
to produce positive air pressure. 
The direction of the force is up-

' ward and backward. That por
tion of the force which is pushing 
the· wing upward is developing 
direct air-pressure lift. The por
tion that is backward in direction 
is producing wing drag. 

AIR PRESSURE LIFT 
The second force which js re

sponsible for lift is atmo.:;�heric 
pressure. Air, as we all knov.·, 
exerts an outward pressure that 
is equal in all directions. When 
air is moving past at a rapid 
speed it does, however, exert less 
outward pressure than when it is 
moving slowly. The wing of the 
airplane has been so designed 
that air is forced to move rapidly 
over its upper surface and slowly 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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across its lower surface. The re-' 
sult is that pressure of the air 
bearing down on the upper sur
face of the wing is less than the 
pressure of the: air pushing up
ward on the bottom of the wing. 
The difference between these two 
pressures is a powerful lifting 
force. The extent of this force 
depends upon the design and area 
of the wing, the speed of the 
plane (or the velocity of the 
relative wind), the angle of at
tack and the density of the air. 

AN EXAMPLE OF LIFT 
Atmospheric pressure at sea 

level is 14.7 pounds. per square 
inch. If this is the pressure that 
is pushing upward .against the 
bottom of the wing, the pressure 
bearing downward against the top 
of the wing, when it is in mo
tion, might .be only 14� 5 pounds 
per square inch. The difference 
of .2 pounds per square inch is 
the atmospheric-pressure lift of 
that particular wing at a certain 
angle of attack in a certain rela
tive wind. Each square foot of 
wing area then would be develop
ing a lift of 28.8 pounds. 

Relative wind exerts forces of 
varying degree over every square 
inch of the wing. When the re
sults of all these forces ar:e. col
lected, they. are equal to a single 
force exerted in a single direc
tion at a singre point. This com
bined force is called the resultant. 
The point between the leading 
and trailing edge of the wing 
where this theoretical force is ex
erted is known as the center of 
pressure. The center of pressure 
is identified ln the sketch on the 
preceding page by the letters c.p. 

The resultant is comprised of 
lift and drag. 

· 

Angle of attack is the angle 
formed by the chord of the wing 
and the direction of .the airstream. 

When the leading edge of the 
wing is }ower than the trailing 
edge, in relation to the airstream, 
the angle of attack is known as a 
negative angle. When the leading 
edge is higher, the angle of attack 
is known as a positive angle. 

Lift and drag both are affected 
by the angle of attack. As the 
angle of· attack is increased, both 
lift and drag are increased. 

When the angle of attack is 
small, the center of pressure is 
far back on the wing. As ·the 
angle is increased, the center of 
pressure moves forward. 

As t.he angle Qf .attack is in
creased, a point eventually is 
reached where the wing develops 
the greatest possible lift. When 
the angle of attack is increased 
beyond this point of greatest 
possible lift, the stalling angle is 
reached. 

Beyond the angle of greatest 
possible lift, there is a sharp de
cline in lift and a sharp increase 
in drag. 

BURBLING DRAG . 
Tbe reason for the decline in 

lift is because burbling is taking 
place in the airstream on the up
per surface. of the wing and with 
it a return of the air to more 
normal atmospheric pressure. 
Burbling is the formation of tiny 
whirlpoofs of air near the trail
ing 'dge of the wipg which are 
created when t�e �gle of attack 
is so -great that the airstream is 
unable to follow the sharply 
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DRAG RETARDS MOTION and must be overcome by forward drive or 
thrust developed by the engine-powered airscrew. Drag created by the 
lifting surface is called wing drag; that catUed by fuselage. struts ami other 
parts is cal1ed parasite drag. Friction of th� wings cau.8es frictio"." dr�g. 

pitched contour of the upper sur-
face of the wing. . 

LOW ANGLE, HIGH SPEED 
Lift is the force developed 

through the use of the wing to 
oppose the natural force of grav
ity. To maintain the level ftight 
of the plane, a force equal to 
gravity must be exerted at . all 
times. As the value of the lift
ing force devends both upon the 

· angle of attack and the airspeed, 
an increase in either will increase 
the lift. When the angle of attack 
is low, the speed of the _Pla�e 
must be increased to mamtam 
the lift force. When the' angle 
of attack is high, the speed of the 
plane may be reduced. 

The amount of lift required is 
·determined by the weight of the 
plane and its load. 

Drag is the force which re
tards the forward motion of the 
plane. It must be overcome by 
thrust which is developed by the 
propeller through the power of 
the engine, in the same way that 
gravity must be overcome by 

li:tt developed by the wings in an 
airstream. . , 

Drag is the resistance of the 
airplane to the airstream. It is 
divided into two · parts. One 
part is known as wing drag and 
the other part as parasite drag. 

W�ng drag is· the resistance of 
the lifting �urfaces to forward 
motion. Wing drag likewise is 
broken down into. two parts: 
profile drag and -induced drag. 
Induced drag is increased �r 
decreased according to the speed 
of the plane and the angle of 
attack. Profile drag is the friction 
of the skin of the wing against 
the airstream. Skin friction is 
minimized when the surfaces of. 
the wing are highly polished, but 
it cannot be eliminated. Tiny 
units of air in'·the airstream col
lide with minute irregularities in 
the surface of the wing, bounding 
back and forming little pockets 
of resistance. 

THE WINGTIP VORCI'EX 
The difference between the at

mospheric pressure at the · top 

and bottom Of the,wing is respon
sible for a vortex at the wing 
tips which further contribute!' to 
drag . .Air from the high-pressure 
area below the wing swirls over 
at the wing tip into the area of 
low pressure. When . wings are 
short, the vortex a t .  the wing 
tips has more effect on the wing 
than it does when wings are long. 
In order to establish -a form 

.for drag, therefore, it is ·· not 
sufficient· to know merely the 
wing area, for it!l shape is alsol 
impo):'tant. For this reason, the 
term -aspect ratio has 1 been cre ... i 
a ted. Aspect ratio is . the length 
of the wing divided by its width,' 
or its span divided by its chord. 
The effect of wing-tip vortex on 
a wing having a high aspect 
ratio is1 less than on · a wing 
having a low aspect ratio. 

Parasite drag is resistance set 
up by all surfaces of the, air
plane- other than the wing, such 
as the' fuselage and landing gear. 
Parasite drag is divided between 
drag caused by the positive pres
sure of the air against the facing 
sui-faces of the plane, �and the 
frictioA resulting from · �he air 
passing over those surfaces. 

HOW TO REDUCE1DRAG' 
Streamlining reduces ' drJlg. 

When a fiat or blunt object is 
passed through the air ' !� is op
posed-not · only by positive air : 
pressure against its facing surface · 
but also by burbling which sets 
up in its wake and tends to hold 
it back. · A drop of water assumes, 
as it passes through the air, the 
shape least disturbing t& the air

·stream which is flowing past it. 
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-
can manufacture. It is also the 
name of a United States air
plane carrier. What is it? 

5.· On what American holi
day, 1942, did United States Air 
Force bombers take part in 
their first raid over German
occupied territory ? 

6. Ambassador Winant, the 
Duke of Kent, Lord Beaver
brook, Prime Minister W. Mac
kenzie King and Lord Halifax 
all · used the Atlantic Ferry 
Service. All crossed the ocean 
in the, same kind of' American 
bombing plane. What was it? 

7. He is good to the last drop. 
Who is He? 

8. Their designations· are 
T·BF', PBY 1 and F4F. Their 

A 'tRASH AMD names are Wildcat, Avenger 
A ·PILOT Oll:��:M AIRPORT RIS· 1and Catalina. Match the names 

,TAURANT.. nations. 
l-----�A�S�ID�E�S;L�I��W=H:A:T;:D�O�E�S�H�I;;G�E;T7��---:. ··with their proper initial. desig-

How well do you know the terms which are 
.common among military . airmen? Here is 
an opportunity ta test yourself. Don't ex

pect to get all of the questions· correct, for some 
of the expressions are 'slang peculiar to certait'l 
areas. Count five points for each quest�on an
swered correctly. A score of 85 is excellent, 75 
is good, 60 is average. Answers to the questions 
appear on Page 58. Write down your answers by 
numbets1 on an e�tra piece of paper, then tut.n to 
Page 58 and mark your own gtade. Put your 
fr.enclS through this t�st and see if they -can do 
any better. 

1. What type of military flyer is at home in a 
pea shooter? 

2. In making an ordinary (inside) loop, does the 
pilot' depend upon his safety belt to hold him in 
his seat·? 

3. · Who is Tailend-Charlie? ·��It_ia the name_of an_airpl•ne eng�ne of A.meri·,·' ..... � 

8. 
A DUCIC ON KIPPER PATROL 
SPOTHD A MOU$.,TRAP. 
WHATJ.:.DOES . THr5�MIAN7 



9. He is closely associated 
w i t h  d o l l ies, doilies and 
aprons. Who is  he? ' 

10. What is a �ow-pilot? 
� . \ 

1 1. One of the first reactions 

IHG THE WETI 
., DOING WHAT7 

·cigarett�s: Only one of. · these is. 
wrong. Which is i�? 

12. What is happening when· the brass nut goes 04t to· inspect the 
joy wagon?· . 

13". 'War planes in string .forma
tion give 'the appearance of flying 
in a train with each ship· :directly 
behind the one ahead of. it. ..Why 
is it that this-cannot be true? 

14. The name of a Gerl'nan-., gunr.i$ 
'1fiiegerabwahrkanone." Whae� do· 
English and American pilots. -caU 
'the product of this gun? 

15. lt is variously called "fanny,". 
"flag" and· empennage." What'is:ii? 

. ' \ 

oi a pilot fiying too high with
out wearing his oxygen mask 
is (1) vertigo,. (2) _lQ�s of con- " E. . 
fidence, . . (�) dif{;��Htioh.. · of /', -.WHY IS A CH(CAGO -���HO A P,_RO.PI� I_NSTRUt.1ENT TO .I �"b 
·visual pow.ers,. '(�) cr,atl',ing for, .': F9l DRIYING .. �VI.'A¥;� ,At( .. �N0'11kG,.. �EOitGIAH ... MOSQUI_:fO? 1 ., •. ·.. • .. .; 4 !· .. {.·�· � .. ' � . , .. r' ... .. ' J 



By ERNEST G. VETIER 
Lieuterfant, U. S. Naval Reserve 

Author 'ot "Vi�ibility Unlimited" and "Lef� Fly.• 

T HE heavy dark cloud south- could maneuver the airplane to that this was. not yet known as a 
west of the field was plain- the other side of the field to at- "cold front" made no particular 
ly visible. Th.ere could be no tempt a landing. By this time the difference in its severity. 

doubt that a storm was approach- downpour had started which 
ing. It looked severe. But the added to my troubles. Somehow ATMOSPHERE IS GAS 
inspector who gave the tests . for I ·managed to get on the ground As the safety and comfort of 
pilot's licenses was due in a few where the helping hands of the hhnself and passengers often de
days and I was certain that there boys at the airport grabbed the pend upon a pilot's understand
was plenty of time for one more wings of the plane to hold it ing of meteorology it behooves 
practice landing. I gave it the down. They had seen my diffi- him to make as thorough a study 
gun. No sooner was the plane off culty and were ready. The ve- of the subject as possible. Me
the ground than the wind, which locity of the wind just about teorology is the science of the at
a few minutes before was a mod- equalled the landing speed of the mosphere. This atmosphere is the 
erate breeze from the southwest, plane so that it did not roll on layer of gases completely sur
struck in fury from the nor�h- landing. Chagrined, still scared rounding the earth that we know 
west. It pounded the right side but thankful, it dawned on me as "air.�· The condition, or change 
fti my plane with a violence that that perhaps there was consid- in condition, of this air or atmos
� "ever knew existed, driving me erably more to this flying busi- phere is called weather. Weather 
sfdeways toward the hangar. ness than I had 'thought; and aviation are so closely allied 
Just as we were a'bout to be as to be ipseparable. 
dashed into the building an up- · IT WAS A LINE SQUALL The atmosphere is divided into 
draft yanked the plane upward I didn't know it then but l'd two parts by the tropopause 
so th�t it barely missed the roof. had my first experience with a which is about eight miles above 
Nearly paralyzed I did my best to line squall. Later in the study the earth. The area below the 
get headed into the gusty wind . of meteorology I learned, more tropopause is called the tropo
arcl to keep the plane under con- safely, about what pilots refer to sphere and that above is known 

. trol. It seemed· an age before 1 as the wind shift line. The fact as the stratosphere. The atmos-



phere is a mixture of several 
gases. Containing about 77 per 
cent nitrogen and 21 per cent 
oxygen the remaining 2 per .cent 
is· made up of argon, hydrogen, 
xenon, krypton, neon and helium. 
These gases exist in nearly the 
same proportions over all parts 
of the world and up to a height 
of many miles. They are kept 
mixed, ·by the currents of air 
blowing over the rough surfaces 
of the earth. 

VAPOR IS IMPORTANT 
In addition to the gases that 

make up. the atmosphere there 
are two other constituents that 
are very important. These are � 
dust and water vapor. The 

amount of water vapor in the air 
largely determines the type of 
weatl}er we might have. Water 
vapor itself is invisible. When 
the air becomes . saturated, con
densation will take place. Water 
vapor then becomes visible as fog, 
clouds, rain, etc. For condensa
tion to occur .small particles are 
necessary inc the air upon which 
the process begins. Dust particles 
act as these nuclei and as such are 

an �xtremely· important factor in 
weather genesis: 

WHERE AIR IS THIN 
Above the tropopause in . the 

stratosphere almost ideal flying 
conditions exist. There are no 
clouds, wind or storms to hinder 
and annoy the aviator. This re
gion is very cold, however, and 
because of its height it is difficult 
to reach. The air is very thin 
and it· is impossible for men and 
machines to fly there unless spe
cial provision has been made. 
Flights are being made in the 
stratospher� at present but these 
are largely experimental or war
time operations. The commercial 
airways of the future, which will 
encircle the globe, will be found 
in this region. 

· 

In the troposphere appear the 

various weather phenomena such 
as wind, clouds and storms. As 
this is where you and I will be 
doing our flying, and our neigh
bors after the war, it is this 
t�gion' that we are chiefly inter-
ested in at this time. · 

KNOW THE WEATHER 
Meteorology is a .complex 

study but at the same time an 
extremely fascinating one. One 
does not have to be a scientist, 
however, to have a practical 
knowledge or understanding of 
the subject. The needs of the 
aviator are met when he knows 

• where to get weather informa
tion, to understand its signifi
cance and to use it to his best 
advantage. 

In planning a flight a pilot is 
interested in several items but 
these come under two general 
headings, information about the 
visibility and about · the wind. 
The wind is dangerous only when 
it is very gusty or of a high 
velocity. But if the visibility is 
poor one can not see to take off 
or land. Although flights are 
regularly made on instruments 
in conditions of poor. visibility 
after the airplane is once in the 

/ 

air, blind takeoffs and landings 
are still in the experimental 
stage. Visibility is measured both 
horizontally and vertically. The 
horizontal visibility is measured 
in miles and the vertical visi
bility, or ceiling, is measured in 
hundreds .and thousands of feet. 
Restrictions to visibility· are un
doubtedly the greatest weather 
factor affecting aviation at this 
time. 

WHAT TO CHECK 
It is not a sound practice to 

starl a flight merely because the� 
weather conditions are satisfac
tory at the home airport. These 
do not necessarily have to con
tinue and there is no guarantee 
that the weather will be favor
able at the destination. '!'his 
brings up other problems that 
must be met by the pilot before 
he can begin his flight and ex
pect to arrive safely. He must 
know the weather along the route 
and at the destination and 
whether or not it is likely to 
change. 

THE WEATHER BUREAU 
In order that aviators can have 

the weather information that 
they require the United States 
Weather Bureau has developed a 
marvelous . service. For many 
years the Weather Bureau has 
provided free weather informa
tion to farmers and seamen to 
help them gain their livelihood. 
With the growth of aviation it 
was easy to adapt these facilities 
to aviation. Having had .. stations 
in all large cities, daily weather 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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reporta were already available. 
Other stations were· eatabllahed 
on the alrw&YII that connected 
theoe citita so that weather all 
alon� the•• airways could ,be <Se .. 
termmec;l. :By use of the telephone 
and radio thia information could 
be sent to the plaCtJI where it was 
needed. More recently. the tele
type ha!l come into use so that by 
an exchante of weather reporta 
all· stations along a aiven route 
cal'\ be. kept informed of the 
Weilthe� all along the route. 

WEATHER IS MOVING 
Stations ·off the · airways also 

take observations . and send them 
in to key stations along the way.' 
These observations .are all taken 
at·a ,co.mmon time and give a pic
ture ·of. the weather af that. tim� 
over a w,ide area. It was Benjamin 
Franklin who discovered that 
weather moves. Not only does it 
move but it moves in fairly .well 
defined paths . and at cer.tain 
speeds. Therefore when a pilot 
knows what the weather is and 

understands where and how fast 
it 'will move, it is relatively easy 
tor him to determine what 
changes will occur. If the 
weather is clear all along his 
royte he can decide if it will remain so or change for the worse. On the other hand if it is not en

·urely satisfactory he can make 
-UP his mind whether to wait for 
the weather to clear or give the 
flight up entirely. . . 

WI{AT ''�LEMENTS" ARE 
In I'E!PQrtlni on the various 

weather: phenomena the rneteor
olosist rna�es. use of several 
terms called, elements. With these 
elements he can ascertain anti 
deacribe the condition of the at- -

mosphere at any· particular time 
or place.- The most important of 
these elements. are: the tempera
ture of the air, ''its pressure, 'Vind 
direction and velocity, humidity, 
the type and amount of clouds 
�nd the amount .and kind of pre
cipitation. The aviator is inter
ested in the .additional elements 
of visibility, ceiling and the gen
eral state of the weather. · . After 
observations are made at the Ya
rious stations they are made up 
into .a c;ode for brevity in trans-

b. 
-J"'"'- i. 
\.....A.S"j r.l ' 82·64 

14.2�· 
. 

�60 - /0.4"'' 1 
.f__,. - o. ! 
g ........ � a.oz B · 

lt,J;:::__:::r -c,p. 
-. 
' 

WEATHER MAPS use symbols to 
impart .information quickly. At a 
is the symbol for wind force; b, 
iurtace wind direction; c, visibility 
in miles,· d, weather by Btlmbols; 
e, ceiling height in hundrei:Ls of 
feet; f, red line indicates a thun
derstorm; g, Jower clouds; h, 
direction. a.nd ''jorci oj- wind; i, 
higher cloudl; j, middle cl&u.ds; k, 
amount of s"y covered by clouds; 
l, dew point; m, temperature; n, 
barometric preBSure; o, pressure 
change; p. time of precipitation 
(red); q, precipitation in inches. 

mission. This code is then sent 
to the various other stations 
along the ·airways so that when it 
is decoded each station can know 
the · weather at all the ·other 

·places. 

-------

Normally all an aviator has to 
do is to ask the weather man for 
advice. The meteorologists of 
the Weather Bureau are very 
courteous and eager to help. In 
the case· of the Army, Navy and 
Airlines, however, pilots are 
usually not permitted to fiy cross 
country unless they !)ave a clear
ance from the weather man. But 
it is not always practical to have 
a trained meteorologist available. 
Under these circumstances it will 
be necessary for the aviator to 
decide for himself whether or not 
it is safe to fly. 

Make no mistake about it-if 
Y•=>U want to fiy .you must know 
meteorology. 

Later articles will take you 
further into this absorbing study. 



"READY. Str," Phil Hanson 
spoke quietly as he stood 
before Lieutenant Medets 

with a portable moving picture 
camera in each hand. But his 
heart beat wildly This was his 
first real assignment and he just 
had to make good 

"This way," the officer directed. 
and led Phil to a waiting plane 

"Phil's eyes glowed as he 
scanned the giant warship of the 
air. Its four 2000-horsepower 
cyclone engines droned evenly 
Gun turrets protruded from the 
great hull at every qngle Here 
was a plane which someday 
might spell victory for his coun
try, 3nd defeat for the enemy 

Built in secret, only a few per
sons had looked up it. Phil drew 
in a deep breath. It was great 
to live in a country that could 
build such planes as this. His 
heart quickened. To think, he 
had been assigned to photograph 
the giant plane on one of its trial 
flights. Maybe if he did well, he 
would get more and even bigger 
assignments. _�;r:·;,;,.J.;:)£.�Y·;<'l "Climb in," Lieutenant Medets 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAG£ 
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direcied and· opened a door in the 
side of the plane·. . 

Phil stepped up into the plane 
and. sat ·· down beside a soldier 

: who was· already 1!here.- Lieuten
ant· Medets followed. The 1ieu

.. ten,ht .. signaled to the pilot and 
·tn:e,�i.��t' w�plp.ne, roared do�n 
.the •run;way. �Spon 1.t was soarmg 
above �h� i.solate·�-:airport. · 

· · 1\t four� tho4sand feet, Lieu
tenant Medets . motioned to Phil. 
"Here's where you get out.'' He 
�miled and opened a trap door in 
the. · bottom of the plane. Con
cealed beneath the door was 
something which looked like a 
small metal bathtub. "We call 
that a clo� car," the lieutenant 
explaiJled. 

Phil smiled .  and pieked up his 
cameras. ·,.,. 

"Get in," the lieutenant di
rected. 

Phil climbed into the clo1,1d 
car and adjusted the saiety b!'!lt. 

"You won't have to.om for both 
of these," the young officer in
formed as he noqd�.d at ·p�i}ls · 
two cameras. · 

Phil handed the officer the older 
camera of the two. ' 

"Going down," saiti the soldier 
Who stood at the win�lass and 
started -the. gears of the �mall 
windlass in motion. 

descent agreed upon. Carefully, 
Phil got out his camera and 
sighted the roaring plane. over
head. It wa� 'barely visible 
through a cloud through which 
it was passing. ' 

Phil waited a moment. As the 
big ship nosed into the bright 
sky between .clouds, he started 
his camera, watching carefully · 
to be sure and catch every move
ment of the great plane which 
would mean so much to the 
designing engineers. 

Again· and again 

the car dicfn•t rise a foot. Some
thing indeed · was wrong! 

A half hou'r passed. Then an 
hour. And �till Phil hung sus
pended in the cloud car. Per
spiration gathered on hls fore
head. How long would the plane 
be · able _to stay. aloft. Usuallr, 
on a test flight; a plane eartied 

· just enough gas· for the trip. · 

Phil looked down. They were 
over the airport now. He could 
see an ambulance and a fire-truck 
drawn up at one end . of the field. 
Phil. shu.ddered. The significance 
was all too obvious. 

He tried to 'think but his head 
pou,ndep. He knew the men in 
t!* .. plane, : wer� ' doin� all they 

· cou}d. · No doubt- .the!wmdlass had 
gone. wrorig; ·· Could tney fix it in 
time?'. · < - · · 

It must have qeen the piri- in 
the cog that snapped: He· ·had 
noticed 1t -when he : sat· .,!n · the 
plane. Maybe they had nothing 
to use in its place. If-if only
they could find something on the 
plane to use--if-if only-

Suddenly Phil's face lighted 
up. His old camera! The one he 
had left in the plane. Maybe 
they could find a substitute part 
in it. But-but how was he going 
to get word to' .the plane? 

Again his spirits sank. He im
' agined the motors of the giant 
� ship were sputtering. The wire 
that held the car twanged and 
whined . 

Phil' felt himself being lowered 
slowly through ·the opening in the 
bottom .of the plane on a wire 
which unwound from the wind
lass. :ij� couldn't �elp noticing 
how thih the wire looked. "About . , , 

· Abruptly Phil's face lighted up 
·a�a,�n. The wire! His knowledge 
,of the Morse code! as thick as stout packing cord," ·The sharp do� arid dashes of ihe he thought. , · A great gust of wind tore at ,Mors'! �od.e c�e .- singing. over 

the taut cable "Use old -cumerp, to his face the rrioment he emerged repdir wiiul.l.ass. Tear
· 

it apart." through the bottom of the plane. J 
Phil was glad it was traveling at • 

its cruising speed 9f one hundred of his came.ra whirred as he 
and fifty miles an hour, and not · · ·focused on this or that phase of �t its top speed. He put an arm the man�).lvers of the great ship. 
across his face and gasped· for : 'H:e was sure. he was getting what breath. Soon he was able to the officers �d told him they breathe more comfortably. wanted.' ;,.. . '-Down, down, down. Before The. clouq<{ c� jerked a little. 
long he was swerving in great Phil , J.ook�· at'\'.llis , watch. The 
arcs. His heart beat fas't as he, qalf,-h'6llt �greed upon was up. 
clutched the side of the cloud car. Qu-i��lY. ,ire put liis eamera away Wh�t a way to make a living. and' snu�gled down. 
Maybe·_ he should have stuck to Slowly the small compart'ment 
his original intention of being started the long · climb back to a wireless operator. th,(!_Plane. Phil smiled to himself. At one hundred feet the He .. ,h.�d done a good job. He had swerving became less violent, At done his bit in aiding his coun-two hundred it had practically try's war effort. · 
stopped. Phil relaxed his grip Abruptly the car stopped, The on •the sides of the car and smiled ,. ' wire to which it was hitched a little. . He looked up at. the trerpb�_d. P}J.il . �o�ted upright. plane, h1gh abov.e and cons�der:- There was a ·.sudden snap. The ably ahead �f h1m . . He H�ougJ:lt wire twanged'· . .  and whined as how '!luch . hke a sp1der he wa�. · ·.·' -tholigh · it.- ·were.:b'eing hammered. danghhg there at the end of h1s_ . Plail'.s ·, .beart tbumped. Some-wire web. · "·thing ·mtist ha:Ve gbne wrong. 

At four hundred feet the car · .. .. · :He·,wa.it:ed for the car to start 
jerked a little as it came to a · ' 'a�eendiifg again. B.llt although 
halt. This was the length of the wire snapped and twanged, 

··-.He took a heavy key from his 
. pocket and began tapping sharp

,. " ly on the wire. .. . . .  - - - . . . , 
" 

he tapped ��t·· �g��;;-:-�nd
-

ag��.: 
Then, when he h�d all. . but 

givef1, u·p hop�. there came "·back 
from th� plal)e, .an . answering 
tapping. GO· AHEAD, tne message 
read. · ·· . 

Fe.verisli.ly,' · Phil tapped out 
what he wanted to say-tqe old 
camera, ·use it to repair .windlass 
-tear it apart. 

The next . half · hour seemed 
like a ·lifetime to. Phil. · When 
the Cloud car star.ted rising •again 
he almost fainted. Not until he 
was ' hauled up into ·the. body of 
the plane, was he really sure 
whether- he . . was dead or alive. 

"The old camera did the trick," 
Lieutenant Medets . cried . as the 
big plane began its descent to.the 
airfield. 

"I'm glad I brought it along," 
Phil said. Then patted the side 
of his other camera. "I've got 
'em in here," he declared joyfully. 

The officer smiled. "The army 
will be grateful. We'll talk over 
your next assignment after we· 
land." 



RIPCoRDs 
NEWEST and fastest-growing 

of all branches of service in 
the U. S. Army are the para

troops. Into their ranks America 
is now funneling its finest fighting 
specimens, football players, wres
tlers and athletes of all kinds. 
Months are devoted to an inten
sive program of training and 
muscle-hardening which not only 
develops the paratrooper as a 
skilled parachutist but as a mas
ter of every art and artifice of 
modern warfare--a demolitionist, 
a t o m m y - g u n n e r, a grenade 
thrower and a rough-and-tumble 
fighter knowing every trick of the 
trade. 

Learning to · jump, control a 
parachute and land without in
jury is only one part of the entire 
paratroop-training schedule. Al
though jump-training has been 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 



RIP CORDS 
CONTINUED 

reduced to a science, it remains 
the most exciting part of the 
program. 

Training begins with leaps off 
eight-foot p l a t f o r m s  w h i c h  
strengthen the men's ankles and 
teach them how to land with 
their legs relaxed. Next, they 
advance to giant, 250-foot towers 
like the one which was used as 
an amusement at the New York 
World's Fair. 

The large tower is built of steel. 
It has four arms extending out 
from its sides. There are guide 
cables which reach down from 
the arms to the ground. The first 
jumps made from the tower are 
with the parachutist seated in a 
chair. The speed of the descent 
is r e g u l a t e d  from the engine 
room, where the cables are wound 
around huge drums. 

During the first six weeks of 
their training, paratroopers are 
encouraged to run, never to walk, 
and their course in calisthenics 
and physical conditioning is stren
uous. At the end of this six-week 



; 

., 

period, they make their first jump 
from an airplane. Twenty men 
are carried aloft in a big, hollow 
transport, each with an emergen
cy parachute on his chest as well 
as a regulation parachute on his 
back. Attached to the chute on 
his back is a rope with a snap 
hook. When ready to jump, the 
hook is snapped onto a static 
line which runs the length of the 
plane. At the command to jump, 
the instructor leads off, followed 
man after man at one-second in
tervals. If the regulation chute 
fails to open at the end of four 
seconds, the jumper pulls the rip 
cord of his emergency chute. 

Five jumps from a plane in 
flight are required before a para
trooper is graduated from the 
parachute school. Then he re
ceives silver wings. 
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PARA·MA�IDES 
�.� 

MORE heavily armed and 
highly trained than any 
other foot soldier in the 

armed forces, the p a r a c h u t e  
trooper is a veritable one-man 
army-and the U. S. Para-marine 
is the toughest of them all. 
Picked men to start, para-ma
rines are hardened by months 
of intensive exercise, taught 
how to use all kinds of weapons 
and how to protect themselves 
without weapons in "bar-room" 
or "dirty" fighting tactics. They 
are taught how to work together 
as a team so that each man pro
tects the next one, and how to 
work alone, against odds, in 
daytime or after dark. 

In the photograph below is a 
marine landing and bracing his 
feet to spill wind from his silk 
canopy. He pulls on the lower 
shroud lines and falls· to the 
ground to avoid being dragged. 
Parachute troopers frequently 
are called upon to jump from 
as low as 300 feet above ground. 
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SCOUTING M A R INE advances with a R eising gun, 
a short, compact weapon, effective at short range. 

C A RDB O A R D  IM A GES pop out from behind trees 
to confront paramarine in the course of his training. 

MORT A R  IS A NEUTR A LIZER , used to blast out enemy machine gun nests, especially when they are hidden 
behind the slope of a hill. The 60mm. mortar and its ammunition are dropped in pa'l'achutes from airplanes. 

BR OWN ING M A CHINE GUN is dropped disassembled 
from airplane, but is put into action quickly by efficient crew. 

PINE A PPLES are the favorite fruit of the hard
hitting marines who toss them with vengeance. 
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IF YOUR OPPONENT pulls a gun on you, put 
his eyes out. This marine demonstrates the method. 

IF HE LUNGES with a bayonet a quick side
step and turn will enable you to grab the rifle 

DEMOLITION is one of the 
most i m p o r t a n t  phases of 
training. This group is plant
ing a charge of TNT to blow 
up railroad tracks. Detonation 
is shown in picture at right. 

IN TWO PICTURES ABOVE, an opponent with a knife is 
twirled around and disarmed. Fast action is required. 



CADETS WEAR UNIFORMS and are given ranks like those in the R. A. F. 
Younger cadets build gas-powered models older boys are trained to 
operate gliders and light planes, are finally

' 
advanced into the R. A. F. FIGHTER pilots of the R.A.F. 

are considered old men when 
they reach 24 years of age, 

and are then retired to inactive 
branches of the airforce. Air
plane pilots of multi-engine 
planes reach their "ceiling age" 
at 30. These age restrictions are 
made necessary by the British 
desire to produce a finer air force 
than that of her enemy, man for 
man, and the fact that an air 
fighter is at his prime in his 
early twenties. 

But this creates a serious 
problem in the replacement of 
pilots and members of the air 
crew. With replacement and ex
pansion combined, thousands of 
new airmen are needed monthly. 
How the British have success
fully tackled this problem can 
be seen by a glimpse into the 
workings of the British Air 
Training Corps, a vast and suc
cessful pre-flight training plan. 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 



C A DETS BUI LD PL A NES. Classroom and shop prepare boys unsuited 
for flying by teaching them trades which wm qualify them eventually 
tor entrance into an R. A .  F. Technical Training School for ground crews. 

OUT OF SCR A P  from wrecked Nazi airplanes, chicken wire, bits from 
an old bedstead and other odds and ends, the trainer above was re-built 
by cadets of the A .  T. C. Below. cadets study a bomber at close range. 

. . 

RAF CADETS 
CONTINUED 

Pre-flight training, through 
the A.T.C. is given to hundreds 
of thousands of boys under 18 
years of age, who hope eventu
ally to join the Royal Air Force 
or the Fleet Air Arm. A reser
voir of classified, enthusiastic, 
semi-experienced, semi-trained 
young men thus has been cre
ated, from which the air forces 
may draw according to their 
needs. 

Established in February, 1941, 
by the Air Ministry as a separate 
military unit, the A.T.C. is de
signed and organized as a mini
ature airforce. Members of the 
corps are the cadets of the 
R.A.F. The corps is divided into 
three sections: university air 
squadrons, secondary school 
squadrons, and local squadrons. 
A squadron consists of from 100 
to 200 boys. They are all issued 
uniforms of R.A.F. blue with in
signia and rank corresponding to 
those of the regular army. The 
A.T.C. has its own flying officers, 
flying sergeants, sergeants, co:t:
porals and privates, all of whom 
are boys. Instructors are fur
nished by the R. A. F., and hold 
commissioned officer ranks. 

Specifically the A.T.C. aims 
for three goals. It seeks to fur-

nish pilot material, train air
crew personnel, and develop 
skilled mechanics and ground 
crewmen. Before cadets are 
trained for any one branch, all 
must complete the first phase of 
training which includes military 
drill, physical conditioning, air
craft recognition and Morse code. 
At this point instructors are able 
to decide for which section of 
the airforce a cadet i:; best suited. 
When classified, cadets are segre
gated into two groups: those ad
judged suited for military flying, 
and those better equipped for 



MOST EXCITING of all A. T. C. 
cadet activity is gunnery practice, 
in w h i c h  a t l  b o y s  participate. 

ground work. The training is 
carried on in connection with 
or in addition to regular school 
classes and activities. 

In the pilot and air crew pro
gram, cadets study mathematics, 
n a vi g a t i o n ,  signals, anti-gas 
measures, and armament. These 
studies are not theory but prac
tical applications to aviation. 

In the mechanic and ground
crew divisions, boys are trained 
by building furnishings and 
training equipment for the rest 
of the squadron. One A.T.C. 
squadron at Chesterfield has 
constructed a machine which 
corresponds to our Link Trainer. 
The chief difference is that the 
English Link Trainer cost about 
$8 and was made from scrap. 

Another important part of the 
program which all cadets must 
participate in is gunnery. It is 
also one of the most popular. 
Instruction and practice in fire
arms is given on the firing range. 

The success of the A.T.C. in 
England and throughout the 
Empire training is already an 
established fact. 
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FIGHTER TACTICS 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9 )  

the first can be in position 1000 
feet above, to dive again. . . This method of format10n m
terception is extremely effective. 
Recently in the Aleutians, an 
element of P-38's dove on a for
mation of Japanese bombers and 
knocked out four in a single at
tack, and escaped without being 
fired on by the escorting Zeros. 

The heavier the armament of a 
fighter plane, the more deadly its 
use as a "destroyer." The more 
guns a fighter squadron can 
bring to bear on the enemy, the 
better the chance of swift victory. 

Twelve Spitfire Mark 5s as 
flown by the U. S. Army Air 
Force pilots over Europe collec
tively carry an overwhelming 
fire power. These machines, div
ing in V three formation arranged 
in echelon, could turn 144 ma
chine guns or 48 20 mm. cannon 
on enemy planes. Experts con
sider that the impact of the shell 
and bullet capacity of one of 
these fighters in a single second 
is equal to that of a ten-ton tr';lck 
hitting a brick wall at 60 nules 
an hour. This gives you an idea 
of the terrific offensive weapon 
with which a fighter squadron is 
equipped. 

Modern fighter tactics differ 
from those of the last war in vari
ous ways. Previously, light man
oeuverable planes .could tight 
turn in a circle of fifty yards. 
Today with their speed increased 
to over 400 mph. and tlieir weight 
up in the 9000-pound class the 
aircraft need a mile or even 

• more to execute their manoeuv
ers. In the last war while many 
actions were fought between 
fighter (or scout) planes of both 
sides, today fighters do not vol
untarily mix it with fighters. The 
German pilots faced with a de
fensive war in Europe, Africa and 
elsewhere, take evasive action 
when they see the United Nations 
fighter squadrons. Only when 
protecting bombers do fighter 
pilots voluntarily attack enemy 
fighters. War is a science. Every 
weapon has its set purpose. 
Downing a bomber does more 
damage than shattering a fighter. 
To send a highly trained pilot 
in a costly airplane to duel with 
another pilot similarly equipped 
is not worthwhile. Reports of con
flicts between fighters of both 
sides often show an even box 
score, because modern pilots are 
rather like heavyweight boxers. 
Each has a knock-out punch. The 
one who delivers it first wins. 

During the Battle of Britain, 

the first great air battle of the 
war when the present methods 
of fighter attack were developed, 
the faster Spitfires and the more 
manoeuverable }Iurricanes were 
expertly handled by the British 
Fighter Command. 

The huge losses inflicted on the 
enemy were due to surprise tac
tics, superior fire power and su
perb discipline. Reporti.J:lg an 
action, an R.A.F. Squadron 
Leader described how his squad
ron attacked thirty Heinkel 
bombers supfU)rted by 30 ME-

109s above them and 20 · ME-110's 
below. "We turned and climbed," 
he says, "flying in the same direc
tion as the sun, the whole squad
ron stringing out in echelon with 
the sun behind us, thus giving us 
a good view of the enemy. 'A 
flight' timed its attack to perfec
tion, coming down from out of 
the sun in a power dive on the 
enemy's Left flank. As each pilot 
selected his ·own target, the ME
l lOs roared in to intercept with 
cannons blazing at 1000 yards 
range. They were seconds too 
late to engage our fighters. As 
they flashed out of sight 'B flight' 
went into the attack. Then the 
Heinkels did an unbelievable 
thing. They turned south into 
ihe sun (the German pilots prob
ably wanted to bring their fixed 
guns into action) . With his first 
burst 'B flight' leader destroyed 
the leading bomber, which blew 
up with such force that it de
stroyed the bomber on its left. 
A short bank and the leader's 
second burst shot the right hand 

Heinkel out of formation. An
other burst knocked down a ME-

109 that came to attack him. 
Four aircraft destroyed for an 
expenditure of 1,200 rounds, en
tirely justified our new tactics" 
comments the speaker. 

Again and again the R.A.F. 
pilots, always working as teams, 
produced new tactics. One was a 
head-on attack-generally con
sidered risky because of the dan
ger of the enemy's fixed guns. 
The Hurricane pilots flew dead 
into the V head of a formation, 
to dive underneath and come up 
behind shooting down the rear 
lefthand aircraft of the forma
tion. Then going up into a loop, 
the pilot would half roll, and give 
a burst at the middle bomber of 
the last V of three, and then as 
he turned away to starboard he 
gave his final burst to the out
side rear plane, thus destroying 
three machines without a single 
scratch. 

It would never do for a fighter 
squadron to use the same attack 
in every action. The enemy would 
set a trap and wipe it out. Each 
squadron has a number of at
tack plans, with variations, and 
Squadron Leaders are always 
evolving new tactics. Each tactic 
has the same intention, to get 
in close enough to the enemy 
airplane to inflict a fatal blow. 
That is the fighter pilot's job. 

EDITOR'S NOTE. This articLe 
is the first of a series written for 
Flying Cadet by Keith AyLing. If 
you have enjoyed reading it, 
pLease Let us know. 



FLY LEAVES 
.,., MOST exciting new book on 

the aviation shelves in 
1943 is the big and beaut�

ful AIR NEWS YEARBOOK-264 
pages whidi picture and analyze 
the military aircraft of the world. 
The volume was compiled and 
ed�ted by Phillip Andrews, Air 
News publisher. Included are 
many h e r e t o f o r e  unpublished. 
views of American, Allied and 
Axis planes, with their photo
graphic qualities accentuated by 
lavish use of space and excellent 
sheet-fed gravure reproduction. 
All pictures are thoroughly docu
mented and the air power of each 
nation is summarized in fore
words which precede eac.h chap
ter. Published by Duell, Sloan • 

and Pearce.' Available at all 
bookstores or directly from Air 
News, 545 Fifth Avenue, New 
York, at $3.75, postage prepaid. 
AIRCRAFT CARRIER 

Lieutenant Bob Winston, U.S. 
N., author of best-selling DIVE 
BOMBER and ACES WILD, has writ
ten a story of the aircraft carrier 
and the important part it has 
played, and is playing in the 
naval struggle ' in. the Pacific. In
cluded are a few of the Navy's 
communiques issued following 
battles in which our ship-borne 
planes have participated, and 
mo.r:e than a hundred below-deck, 
flight-deck and air-view photo
graphs of carriers. AIRCRAFT 
CARRIER, by Lieutenant Robert A 
Winston, U.S.N., 88 pages, $2, 
published by Harper & Brothers, 
New York. 
FIGHTER FACTS, 
FALLACIES 

Every airplane represents a 
series of compromises in the eyes 
of the engineer. When great range 
is obtained, speed and maneuver
ability suffer. In the same way, 
the impr:oV:ement in one quality 
causes some other quality to suf-

1 fer. This story of compromise is 
told expertly in FIGHTER FACTS 
AND FALLACIES by John G. Lee. · 
Illustrated by diagrams and 
drawings. Introduction by Pro
fessor Jerome C. Hunsaker. 63 
pages. $1.25. William Morrow 
and �., New York. 
WINGS FOR OFFENSE 

WINGS FOR OFFENSE by Cap
tain Burr Leyson is a review of 
the machinery of American air 
power; the planes and methods 
employed in combat; the training 
of pilots and crewmen; the re
search, design and manufacture 
of engines and planes; and ground 

. . 
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�-----F_L_YI_�_G __ c_A_D_�_T __ B_Y_·L_I_�_Es ______ �r 
ONE by one, month after 

month, this column will 
present the writing staff of 

FLYING CADET. First up is Lieu
tenant Ernest G. Vetter, U.S.N.R., 
who starts in this issue a series 
of articles on meteorology. Now 
being transferred to Pm:due Uni-

Lieut. Ernest G. Vetter, U.S.N.R. 

defenses. 218 pages. $2.50. E. 
P. Dutton and Co., New York. 1 

THE FLYING TIGERS 
THE FLYING TIGERS by Russell 

Whelan is a complete and thor
oughly authenticated account of 
the up-hill fight of those Ameri
cans under the leadership of 
Claire Chenneault who blasted 
the J aps out of the Burma skies. 
Complete organization names and 
details. Many photographs. 224 
pages. $2.50. The Viking Press, 
New York. 

AVIATION MATH. 
AviATION MATHEMATICS. Based 

on a text used for training R.A.F. 
pilots and members of the British 
Air Training Corps, prepared by 
William R. Wadden pf Rindge 
Technical School, Cambridge, 
Mass. and checked by Lieutenant 
Commander .Tame� G. Willet, 
U.S.N. Arithmetic, algebra, geo
metry, graphs, compass, trangles 
of velocities, logarithms, trigo
nometry, practice test!l, selected 
problems, tables. 136 pages. $1.25. 
Houghton Mifflin Co., New York. 

RANDOLPH FIELD 
RANDOLPH FIELD by the Texas 

WPA Writers' Project is a well
illustrated and ably · presented 
story of that basic training school 
outside San Antonio which has 

versity to organize a school of 
naval aviation instructors, Lieu
tenant Vetter was unti1 recently 
executive officer of the Naval 
Reserve Aviation Base at New 
Orleans, in charge of all student 
activities. 

Taught to fly in 1929 by. E. A. 
Link, Jr., inventor of the Link 
Trainer, Lieutenant Vetter has, 
ever since then, been engaged in 
the operation of aircraft, instruc
tion of fly,ers and the writing of 
magazine articles and books. He 
was flight and ground instructor 
at Buffalo Airport and president 
of the Western New York Flying 
Club. Before being called to Pen!: 
sacola for active duty as a flight 
instructor in 1940, he was private 
flying specialist of the Civil Aero
nautics Administration. His books 
"Aeronautics Simplified," "Let's 
Fly" and "Visibility Unlimited" 
have been widely circulated and 
have earned ·him a place in 
"Who's Who in America " "Who's ' . Who in Aviation" and "Who's 
Who in North American Authors." 

been called the "West Point of 
the Air" Cadet routine, organiza
tion, facilities, instructor staff. 
155 pages. $2. Devin-Adair Co., 
New York. 

CLOUDS, AIR, WIND · 

There are many things to learn 
about meteorology but there is 
probably no way of grasping the 
fundamental� more Clearly and 
quickly than in the pictorial pages 
which have been developed with 
great craftsmanship by Eric 
Sloane. CLOUDS, AIR AND W�D 
contains many full-page repro
ductions of cloudscapes, through 
which military planes are driving 
or diving. The pictures are used 
to illustrate the characteristics of 
cloud 'forms, and each is thor
oughly describ'ed. While about 
half of the book is devoted to 
cloudscapes, there is a great 
amount of information to be ob
tained from full-page 'sketches 
and explanations of instruments 
used by the meteorologist, of 
cloudbirth, anatomy of the air, 
air currents, wind, t-he summer 
storm, the winter storm, the dan
gers of weather in flying, how to 
read a weather map, the prin
ciples of soaring, and weather 
magic. CLOUDS, AIR AND WIND is 
recommended fdr all student air
men, published at $3 by bevin
Adair Co., 23 E·. 26th St., New York. 
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CADET QUIZ . ·. 

, ,, ' ANSWERS · . . 
Answers to Questions on 

Pages 40-41 

A. An omelet and bread and 
butter. 

B. An amphibian plane, convoy
ing a fishing fleet, spotted a sub
marine. 

C. Following the course of a 
river. 

• D. A target made of cloth which 
is towed by one plane for a gunner 
in a second plane. 

E. A Chicago piano is Navy ver
nacular for a multiple anti-aircraft 
gun. · 

The Georgia mosquito is a thor
oughly annoying insect to have 
around. So is the Stuka dive
bomber which has been given its 
name. 

1. A pursuit pilot. A pea-shooter 
is a pursuit plane. . 

2. No. He depends upon cen
trifugal force. The classic example 
of the operation of this force is 
the swinging of a pail of water 
in a vertical arc. If it swings fast 
enough, the water does not spill. 
Similarly, if the speed of the plane 
is correct, the pilot has no tendency 
to spill. Thus his safety belt at 

·that time is of no use to him. 
3. ·The rear gunner in a bomb-

ing plane. 
4. Hornet. 
5. July 4. 
6. The B-24. 
7. The parachute jum�er-the 

boy who sings "life won t mean 
a thing if you don't pull that ring." 

8. TBF Avenger. PBY Catalina. 
F4F Wildcat. · 

9. An airplane mechanic. Dollies 
are wheeled platforms used for 
shifting· planes from one place to 
another. Doilies are pieces of dirty 
oily waste. Aprons are the 

• 

BAD NEWS FOR SUBS. This is the first picture released by the Navy 
showing the huge production ·of 24-ton "Ma�ner" patrol . bombe

.
rs pn 

extensive assembly line at the Glenn L. Marttn Co. plant ln Balhmore. ' J 
strips on airfields where planes 
are .warmed up and serviced before 
take-offs. 

10. An inelegant term sometimes 
used to describe airline steward
esses. 

11. Number 2. An undue in
crease in self-confidence is a char
acteristic symptom of oxygen 
starvation. 

12. The airport manager inspects 
the practice plane. 

13. Because one ship following 
directly behind another. would get 
into the first plane's pro\)eller wash 
or slipstre� and its fi1ght conse
quently would be disturbed. Each 
plane in stz:ing formation thus flies, .. 
as a rule, a httle above or below 
the true line of flight of the ship 
preceding it. 

14. Flak. . 
15. The tail assembly of an air

plane. 

. · 'AIRPLANE 
IDENTIFICATIONS 

Answers to Questions on Page 33 

1A Hawker Hurricane, powered 
by a 1260 horsepower Rolls-Royce 
Merlin engine. Armed with four 
20-mm cannon. 

lB Messerschmitt 109-F, pow
ered by a 1175 horsepower Daimler
Benz liquid-'cooled engine. Capable 
of 400 mph. Has one 20-mm cannon 
and two machin,e guns. .. 

2B Russian' TB-7 mid-wing, four 
engine bomber. 

2A German Focke-Wulf Kurier 
used for attacking convoys. 

3A Mitsubishi T97-1 Kamikazi 
low-wing monoplane, 900 hp. en
gine. 

3B Douglas TBD Devastator. 
One of the Navy's famous torpedo 
planes. 

4A Junkers JU-52-3M. German 
parachute-troop carrier. 

4B Curtiss C-46 Commando. 
5A Messerschmitt ME 110 
5B North American B-25. The 

plane which attacked Tokyo. 
6A Britain's Avro Lancaster 

four-engine heavy bomber. 
6B Germany's Blohm &. Voss 

142 inverted-gull-wing bomber. 
COYER PICTURES 

First photo of the huge Curtiss Caravan, box-car of the air 

Inside the front cover of this 
issue of Flying Cadet is a picture 
of the Vought Sikorsky F4U-1, 
or the Corsair, which is described 
by many �xperts as the fastest 
and most powerful shipboard 
fighter in the world. It is pow
ered with a 2,200 horsepower 
Pratt & Whitney Double Wasp 
aircooled radial engine. Inside the 
back cover is an Army Lockheed 
Lightning P-38 being refueled. 
Lockheed P-38s are seeing ser
vice now on the front in Tunis. 





WHlT ONE AIR-MAN -THINKS 
OF FLYING CADET: 

11 Makes Aviation More 
Exciting than Ever and 
Easy to Understand!'' 

0 No other a v i a t i o n  m a g azine  
gives you  everything you get in 

Flying Cadet-news right off the 
firing line, thrilling aviation ac
counts of U. S. pilots, bombardiers, 
and gunners in World War I I .  Fly
ing Cadet has been written for 
student pilots and will keep you up 
to date on  everythin-g that is new 
in aviation. It will tell you what 
you ought to know about naviga-

. jion, meteorology, aerodynamics, 
"''aviati.on construction and design 

·.�,al!�1n easily u n d e rstood lan
q�ag·�. profusely illustrated with 
d ra�liigs, pictures, diagrams and 
blufi�rin+s. Subscribe to Flying 
Cacf�t'�t on'Ce. Clip and mail the 
coupon�J,elow. Do it right away so 
that you will not miss a single issue. 
Twelve issues by mail anywhere in 
the U. S., $ 1 .00. Elsewhere, $ 1 .50 
in U. S. currency. 
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